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“ BACK TO THE TEACHINGS OF CHRIST”

By Elder George E. Woodward,
Reorganized Church of Latter Day Saints
In this hastening time when peace seems to have been tak
en from the earth, Christians should arise and proclaim the
teaching of Christ and his way of life, as set forth in the holy
scriptures. The life of Christ should be our pattern.
We must choose this day whom we shall serve. Oh! that our
Uves might be a guiding light, that salvation might come to a
sin sick world.
How much we would like to see a Golden Age among our
Christian people and their lives such that others would say
"Come, let us go to the Lord's House and be taught his ways."
Christian doctrine urges the continual increase of goodnese.
and teaches that our salvation depends upon individual worthi
ness and ever striving to acquire that Christ-like character,
which is the high mark of our calling.
This identity with Christ can only be realized by faithful
obedience to the principals of of life as set forth by our Lord
and his immediate Apostles.
Our condemnation will be inevitable if we place ourselves
In rebellion against Him.
Why attend church?
To attend church Is to obey divine commandment.
To move in the direction of meeting man's greatest need.
To join in fellowship with those who would put the service
of God and man first.
To cultivate the presence of divine spirit and the knowledge,
conviction, light and power which it brings.
To join in collective endeavor to witness Christ, and to
build his kingdom.
To make available to one's self and to others that, salva
tion, which is the essence of divine and human love and fel
lowship.
To keep spiritually alive.
To fail to attend church is:
To violate the commands of one’s own soul.
To fail to advance spiritually.
To slip back into the lower evils of life.
To deprive others and the church, of that which we could
contribute.
To fail to resist the drag-down of our own impulses.
To fail to attain “Salvation" in the true sense of that term
and, retard the work of the Christian Church on all fronts.
It is to close the door on life’s highest values.
How can we keep ourselves in tune with God if we do not
take ourselves to God’s House, where his spirit "doth abound.”
Some reasons given by a group of not too zealous Church
members were:
Church background in business life, church social activities,
and good family influence.
One young man asserted there was no better place to find
himself a wife.
No matter the reason for attending, the influence is good.
Elder George E. Woodward.
in Rockville on Route 17, in the
heart of the village under th
name of the A&M Wayside Market
Rockville Residents and Mo Meats, groceries, Ice cream, con
and a complete line of
torists Alike Will Benefit fectionery
cigars, cigaretts and tobaccos are
From H & M Road
available with prompt and cour
teous service at all times.
side Market
The store offers a great conveni
A modem wayside market and ence to residents of the area as
general grocery store has opened well as passing motorists for it;
stock is clean and growing steadily
more complete and the store hours
UTAP
are designed to suit the custom
BILLY GRAHAM
ers’ convenience. The new Calso
HOUR OF DECISION
gasoline and motor oils are avail
SUNDAY AT 3.30 P. WL.
able at an easy drive in pump.
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For social items In The CourierGazette, phone 1044, City.
tl
SUMMER COTTAGES
Furnished, modern, down by the
sea. Week, month or season. Fifty
per week up.

Apply

A. R. CARLE

Puritan Clothing Store

PLEASANT POINT, MF.,
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KF7 1949 SUPER 10 ................. $250.00
KE4 1950 71/2 H. P. MERCURY .... 175.00
KE4 1949 71/2 H. P. MERCURY .... 150.00
KF5 1950 5 H. P. MERCURY....... 175.00
KF5 1949 5 H. P. MERCURY....... 150.00
KF3 1949 3V2 H. P. MERCURY .... 125.00
TD JOHNSON 5 H. P...................... 100.00
4.5 H. P. CHAMPION, Like New ... 100.00
75.00
7.5 H. P. ELGIN 1950 ...............
75.00
9.8 H. P. EVINRUDE .................
150.00
5 H. P. EVINRUDE, New ............
3.6 H. P. SCOTT ATWATER, New .. 110.00

GROUP IN QUEBEC

Virginia Economy

Thursday evening at the Com
munity Building 86 Seniors of the
Class of 1961 of Rockland High
School, marched to their places on
the platform to the "Flag of Vic
tory” march played by two under
graduates, Mary Jean Glendenning
and Janet Stone. Led by their
marshal, towering Larry Bell, the
boys in maroon caps and gowns,
and the girls in white, the class
presented a beautiful picture.
The salutatory was given by Cora
Rowling, the valedictory by Rich
ard Robarts. The class ode was
written by Phyllis Springer and
played by Virginia Economy.
The highlight of the evening was
the announcement by Mrs Eula
Gerrish of the Mary Perry Rich
Scholarship Award of 6250 to Vir
ginia Economy and the Rockland
Teachers' Association Award of
$150 by Mrs. Diana Pitts to Carl
Butler.
The diplomas were presented by
Superintendent of Schools. J.
Weldon Russell. Under the lead
ership of Vere Crockett, the Rock
land High School band presented
two selections.
The class chose for its speaker
the Reverend Eugene W Shrigley.
regional director of the National
Conference of Christians and
Jews, Inc, of Hartford, Conn Dr
Shrigley took for his subject “The
Toes of Progress.” He said in part:
“When I graduated from High
School, commencement speakers
used entirely different adjectives
to describe our future than I can
use tonight to describe yours. We

Mobil-flome
SOCONY*
VACUUM

Graduates Monday

CALSO

COMPTON’S
262 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
TEL. 1135
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SPECIAL

Announcement
During the past several years I have represented

the

Aetna Casualty & Surety Co., in thc Philadelphia, Pa., and

Camden, N. J., areas specializing in Analysis and Insurance
surveys for scores of large and small husiness concerns and

individuals. I have acted as broker and agent in the placing
of all forms of insurance.

ONE CLAW LOBSTERS
3 Ibs $1.00
Freshly Picked
LOBSTER MEAT
1 Ib carton, $2.25

Regal Lobster Co.
Inc.
FOOT OF WINTER STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

71-72

I am now permanently located here in my home town of

Companies.

BOATS *
TRAILERS
RENTAL OUTBOARDS

Any insurance problem that you may have would receive
my prompt attention. Thank you.

LEADBETTER MACHINE SHOP
A FEW NEW MERCURYS IN STOCK

LEROY A. BLACK
LAKE AVENUE

CAMDEN, MAINE
72-73

THE BLACK CAT

Five Working Now

representing the Aetna and several other Casualty and Fire

MERCURYS

Volume 106. Number 72.

Dr. Shrigley, the Commencement Speaker,
Changed Hackneyed “Glorious Future” For
Graduates To “Unpredictable” In a
Troubled World

Rockland and am engaged in the General Insurance business

NEW MOTOR GUARANTEE ALL

85 00 per year
82 50 six months

the three words—Peace, Plenty and
Freedom. With historical illus
By the Roving Reporter
trations he brought out the point
that often minorities are right and
The second annual levee and
that one should not be afraid to
calico ball of Pleasant Valley
belong to the minority. His advice
Grange was held in Washington
to the graduates was: ‘Don't listen
Hall (year not giveni with Fred A.
when they tell you the right and
Blackington as floor director, and
desirable thing can't be done. Do
Charles S. Robbins and Fuller C.
it! Don't drive with your eyes
Blackington as aids
What good
fixed on the rear-view mirror. Look
times those calico clad dancers
ahead. Don't be a slave to the
used to have. But how many of
mob-mind. Th nk for yourself and
the present day readers know where
with your God. Do your duty and
Washington Hall was located, or Its
leave the results to God.” He
present day fate?
summed up his timely, scholarly
address -by saying: "The person
Poking about the partial ruins of
most heeded in today’s world is the
Crockett block Lawrence Hamlin
one who
came across an advertising card
, "Holds no parley with unmanly
which read: “Drink Sethness’
fears
Great Health Drink. Pepsin Soda—
Where duty bids, he confident)'
a true tonic for dyspepsia and all
steers
stomach complaints." Maybe some
Faces a thousand dangers at her
body remembers when that bever
call
age was having its run.
' And trusting in his God surmounts
—o—
The newborn infant has a much
them all "
Carol Huntley is presdent of the
more highly developed sense of
! Class of '51 and Richard Robarts,
taste than of sight or hearing, ac
the vice president- Edward Mosher
cording to the research depart
ment of Childcraft books Every
has served the class as secretary,
day-old chid already has prefer
; and Wanda Iott as treasurer.
Senior members of the National
ences as to what tastes he likes
i Honor Society, nationwide High
or dislikes. Sweet tastes are relSchool scholastic group, are:
shed, but salt, sour or bitter tastes
Francis Barton, Virginia Econo
are rejected with a definite cry of
my, Betty Griffith, Audrey Hooper.
distaste.
Carol Huntley, Stephany Lindquist,
Rockland's Black Cat has been
Off t« Quebec, not in the least worried by the rainy weather Friday
Richard Robarts, Cora Rowl'ng,
Carl Butler
Jacquelyn Snow, Bernard Staples, morning were, Charles Sewell, left in front, and Raymond Wixson. In curious about thc locomotion of
John Stevens, Paul Sulides, Russell the rear are Mary Jeanne Glendenning. Marilyn Keefe and Isabel Firth. j certain birds; and an observant
were told that ours was a "glorious”
Thirty-eight members of the Students on the trip are: John reader informs him that gulls,
Tyler, Carrie Venezia.
future. Opportunity was not only
j crows, "quackles" and pigeons walk.
French language classes at Rock C. Baggs, Francis E. Barton., Law
knocking at our doors; it was
| while sparrows and robins hop.
rence
E.
Bell,
Gloria
A
Bohn,
Bar

land High School and their chap
smashing them in! Progress was ss
bara A. Boynton, Charlotte R. Okay, I agree, but is a "quackle"
erones are in Quebec today on a
inevitable as our success was cer
i the quotes are mine) sort of a
Brackett.
tain. History's golden age was Graduates Of Knox Business three day trip. The group left
combination
grackle and duck? If
Beverly A. Burgess, Phy 11s E.
just around the comer waiting for
College Who Achieve Rockland by bus Friday morning Cassens, William F Coiley, Alice so, does it really quack, or just
us and our valuable services If
and will return late Sunday eve M. Crie, Patricia A. Cuthbertson, make those loud, bossy squawks
Early Reward
ancient Ils like war, poverty, dis
ning.
Mrs. Glenice Farmer of Rockport, that the grackle does? And, maybe,
Graduation exercises of Knox
ease and ignorance had not been
The party is in charge of Miss Isabel Firth, Mary J .Glendenning, doesn't it waddle instead of Just
conquered entirely, they soon would Business College were held at Ho Norma Hoyle, instructor of the
walk?—Arch Soutar In the LewiPatricia A. Griffith.
be. Science, the great modem tel Rockland Thursday night fol French classes in the school, and
Alta H. Harmon, George R. Hoop 1 ston Journal.
lowing a banquet attended by the Mr. and Mrs. Charles Grant of the
Messiah, would see to that
er, Barbara E. Ilvonen, Marilyn D. I can only say to the observant
“No discerning person would graduates, faculty, and friends. faculty wha arc serving as chap Keefe, Carol E. Kent, Lucie M. Arch that "quackle" is a hybrid bedare speak tonight of yours as a Clifford Ladd was the speaker, his erones.
Lewis, Catherine MacPhail, Ronald I tween a careless compositor and an
“glorious" future. I can think of subject being "Jewels and Jewel
Headquarters in Quebec are at A. Marsh, Donald L. Merchant, unobservant proofreader.
only one adjective that can be Thieves." His interesting talk con Hote! Roch in the old city section Arline B. Miller, Sullivan W. Reed.
In ‘We Always Lie To Strangers"
used with confidence, and that is sisted chiefly of cases with which of the French-Canadian metropo
Carole A. Russell, Estelle B. published by Columbia University
he
has
been
connected
In
his
work
unpredictable.” I know full well
lis. Saturday will be taken up with Sayward, Caroline
W. Senter,
that every future is unpredictable, as insurance company investigator. especially arranged trips to many- Charlie Sewell, Ellen Sulides, Joan Press, Vance Randolph thus de
scribes some unusual weather in
The graduating class was the 17th points of interest and free time
but yours is far more so than any
M. Talbot, Marion H. Talbot, Jo ! the Ozarks:
that Mrs. Lena Sargent has seen which will enable the students to
other future has been.
sephine Tolman and Raymond C. "In "2R it got so dry the trees
"While your future is unpredict graduate from her school and five tour the city at will.
Wixson.
followed the dogs around and office
able, there are three other words of the nine members are already
girls had to staple stamps on enveworking
in
this
area.
that I hope can be used in descr.buate Monday from the University opes One dust storm was so thick
Those
receiving
diplomas
were
ing it- They represent the ideals
of Maine with a Bachelor of Sci a hillman 'seen moles a-burrowin'
that must be realized if our world Enos Verge, employed in the office
ence
degree in Home Economics 20 feet above ground.’ In Winter it
of
the
Maine
State
Prison;
Free

Is not to enter a long dark age. The
got so cold the snow turned blue,
land
Staples,
employed
by
the
Re

Education.
words I have in mind are Peace,
and icicles, forming from the eaves
gal
Lobster
Company;
Leland
Mrs.
Elliott
is
a
member
of
Pi
Plenty and Freedom.
Without
}
Beta Phi Sorority where she has lifted a house 15 feet off the
these you and our civilization have Pendleton, employed by Armour &
-Company;
Agnes
Sullivan,
em

served the office of secretary. She ground "—Globe's Daily Story.
no more future than a cake of ice.
ployed by the Farnsworth Museum;
has been active in the Home Econ President Truman had to be
"Our civilization cannot endure
Vernon Kenney .employed in the
omics Club, the Maine Christian content with merely carrying the
much longer in a world divided be
office of Green Island Packing
Association, and Dormitory Coun United States. And now his popular
tween the half-starved ar.d the
Company;
Normand Hammond.
cil. She has been awarded the Anne daughter Margaret is carrying
over-fed. The under-privileged of
Vernon Hunter, Thomas Dion, AnE Stoddard Scholarship twice, and Europe.
the world, stirred up by Commun
the A and P Scholarship. The first
geline Morse.
ist propaganda will see to that.
semester of her Senior year she Defective chimneys and flues are
Special awards were to Thomas
"Nor can our civilization endure Dion, Time Current Affairs Te6t:
was chosen to attend the Merrill responsible for more home fires
forever half-slave and half-free. certificates of credit were given to
Palmer School in Detroit, Mich., than any one other cause. The San
We in this part of America do not Donald Clark. Norman Hammond.
for advanced study in Child Devel itary Engineering Committee re
real ze that the over-whelming Vernon Hunter, Virginia Ransom,
opment. She has accepted a posi ports. It is estimated that defect
majority of the world's population
tion to teach Home Economics at ive chimneys and flues are respon
and Priscilla Costa; a certificate of
is unfree. Civil rights, such as free progress went to Agnes Sullivan:
Brunswick Junior High School next sible for an annual loss of $25,000,
speech and opinion, religious lib
000. Many home fires could have
Fall.
and certificates of proficiency to
erty, and equal opportunity to
Mrs. olive Cline Elliott will gradShe is the wife of James A. El been prevented by modem clay
Freeland Staples, Angeline Morse,
work and to participate in govern
liott of Portland, and the daughter flue chimney construction.
Leland Pendleton, and Vernon
ment are either denied or un
of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph E. Cline of
i Kenney.
Through the courtesy of that well
known.
Spruce Head.
'•Furthermore, war must be
known hotel magnate James M.
Read The Courier-Gazette
abolshed and peace established or
The output of U. S. bituminous Acheson I have been extended the
KO’iXlM’COSTS
there will be no plenty and no
coal mines is currently at the rate privileges of the Belgrade Hotel
freedom for anybody. Of one
(Continued on Page Six)
of 10 million tons a week.
RANGE
F£L‘
OIL
thing we may be sure. The threat
with PYROFAX GAS
of atomic warfare does promise
one form of democracy—all men
MARITIME OIL CO.
will be cremated equal That is
TEL. 1371
how serious a problem war is to
day.”
Dr. Shrigley went on to explain

CLASS OF 86 GRADUATES AT R.H.S.

GUEST EDITORIAL

Steady

-mi/foms /eave //em //ere f

ROCKLAND, MAINE
TELEPHONE 1494

- >2
• There are no lum-on or tum-ot
charges-no minimum monthly
charges or "mainlenance" costs when you use Pyrofax Gas. Thii
complete gas service for cooking
water-heating, refrigeration can b»
installed in your home quickly, eas .
ily--and at low cost. Call us todaj
for the best in gas appliances — the
besl in bottled gas service.

GAME
PARTY
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT
At tbe

American Legion Home
MAVERICK ST., ROCKLAND
FREE Bos leaves Wood's Taxi
Station, Winter St., at 7.36 and
leaves Legion Home at 10.36.

Game Starts 8.00 P. M.
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“Sure,
I’m Going
to College!
"Class of '71!

Mom and Dad have already started a savings

account to send me to college.

They say it's easy

to save a few dollars each month now.

And that’ll

give me a nice balance when I get ready for college
Inperior BOTTLED GAS Service

Albert E. MacPhail
445 MAIN ST„
ROCKLAND. ME.

days.”

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSN.

TEL. 7Sf

18 SCHOOL STREET,

ROCKLAND. MAINE
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FROM MEMORY’S REALM
Recalling the Days When the Iron Horse Came
Over the Knox & Lincoln Railroad

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor. FRANK A. WINSLOW

(EDITORIAL!

Our Mr. Tyler Model Plane Contest
SUCCESSFUL ANGLER AT THREE HeAskKnows
About All the Builders Of All Ages May
Answers To Piscatorial
Problems

WILD OVER MacARTHUR
The reception accorded Gen. Douglas MacArthur in Te
xas was typical of that which he has received everywhere
else since the famous war hero returned from Japan. It is
an acknowledgment of his valor and military genius, and no
doubt in large measure an approval of his Korean war po
licies so forthsightly expressed. Political significance? The
General says no. and h" says it witli an emphasis which must
be accepted as final
What the next Republican National
Convention may see fit to do is perhaps another matter.

Because theres always an interest j Ham. George Woodbury was one of
in the Iron Horse, and Knox and the early pa- enger conductors.
Lincoln steeds in particular I am On our run, we stopped to pick
today borrowing an article which! up any passengers at any farm or
originally appeared in the Bath highway crossing where there were
Daily Times from the pen of the' people to pick up. Taking all things
late Charles R. Grover of Bruns- .nto consideration we took things
wick, who also contributed several pretty easy most of he time. When
“SPEED AND LIQUOR '
railroad articles for The Courier- a stop was to be made between staThe monthly report of Lieut. John de Winter, head of the
Gazette. It will appear in two in- tion-. the engineer would whistle
Division of Traffic Safety, continues to stress "speed and
stallments. The first:
for brakes. In fact there was a lot
Now we will take the old car- of calling for brakes during a day’s
liquor" in Maine fatalities, of which there were six last
boat ‘'City
of Rockland, a single run. It was old-fashioned railroadmonth. The director listed 480 property damage accidents
track boat, holding two coaches or ing, but I enjoyed it.
against 1074 a year ago, and 519 accidents causing injuries
four freight cars and take a look The following table gives all the
against 382 last year. But while speed and liquor bulk largest
at the Knox & Lincoln as it was K. & L. locomotives and also thenln the list of causes, faulty pedestrians also takes its toll Hu
years ago.
numbers after they became Maine
man beings will persist in walking upon the wrong side of the
It was put under construction in Central property.
highways.
Built
1869 and completed to Rockland K&L M.C. Name
in 1871. It had more miles of No. No.
SCHOOL CHILDREN AND DRUGS
1870
bridges than any other road in the 1 141 Francis Cobb
Small wonder that the State of New York is conducting a
1870
State for the same numbel of mile 2 142 Edwin Flye
special investigation of the narcotic evil Dr. William Jansen,
143 Henry Ingalls
1870
East of Wiscasset for about two
superintendent of schools, estimates that there are 5000 users
144 Edward Sewall
1871
miles it was all trestle work and
of drugs in his department, including 194 known addicts. The
145 Thomaston
1871
bridges with a little land moved in
country has other evils besides Communists.
General Knox
1871
now and then. As the bridges were
all built of wood and not very 2nd
1883
heavy construction, all
trains 6 156 General Knox
“GOT A SECOND?’’
1890
slowed to six and eight mile per 7 141 John T. Berry
The
Bell
Telephone
Laboratories at Murray Hill. N. J.,
Nos. 141 and 145 were ■old to the
hour over them.
have built an electronic timekeeping device so accurate that
All its locomotives burned wood Somerset Railway in November,
it will vary only about one second in 30 years. Such exact
for many years. I worked there for 1891. 142 and 144 were scrapped in
ness becomes almost embarrassing.
It could even become exasperating to "punch a time
two weeks in 1884 substituting and 1893- No. 143 was marked and declock” that gave no more than that much leeway for a slow
at that late day they railroaded in troyed in 1893. No. 146 was destreetcar, a piece of toast that wouldn't brown, or a movie
the old fashioned way. All trains "troyed in the early 1900 s. it had
that starts three minutes after quitting time.
were controlled by hand brake-, and been renumbered 22 and later 147
Some wives will infer that this technical development
lt kept the crew quite busy setting * was renumbered 21 and sold to
has been spurred along in order to back up friend husband
when he says, "I thought you were going to meet me at 3
them up for the numerous bridges, the Somerset road, and later taken
o’clock.” But not so.
Mine was the morning train for °'er
that road by the Maine
Neither is it an example of the lengths to which the tele
Rockland, returning in the after- Cential Railroad but it was not
phone company will go in order to give a precise answer to
noon at about 3, Conductor Hoop- u'ed again. The first No. 6 was
the subscriber who asks the correct time.
er in charge. We had at that time °‘d to the Maine Central in the
Filling a sealed room, using some 603 vacuum tubes linked
with more than 25,000 soldered wire connections, the machine
engine No. 2,
Edwin Pyle.- the early 70’s and renumbered 57.
is built to measure minute time intervals, to regulate generat
smartest of the old lot on the road
When a boy I have seen all the
ing plant power cycles for electric clocks, and to check time
As we hauled only a baggage car °lde-st engines dismantled, repaired
keeping instruments for broadcasting and radio telephone
and coach she hauled them very and 'et UP many times in the old
services.
easijy
K. & L. repair shop.
Its quartz crystals carry a current that vibrates at a fre
quency of 100,000 cycles a second. Yet in all likelihood when
The time card was made out in When new the first five had large
one of its operators is asked how long a certain measured
multiples of five. If it took say balloon stacks, which were later
operation took, he replies, "Well, approximately 38.419-100,seven minutes to run from a cer-; changed to sunflower style and laOOOths of a second."—Christian Science Monitor.
tain station to another at the usualI ter to diamond shape after changmoderate speed, we were allowed ing c°al burners. They were pretty
must be .078 iroughly speaking).
ten, consequently we were eldom modeled engines and together with
The High School season brought
in a hurry. This engine had up to much bra.-- work and fancy paintout so much trouble with um
the time the new freight engine ing were very handsome engines.
pires that it would seem advisable
No 6, was purchased, always Tbe lettering on cabs was put on in
to have the visiting team bring
hauled the freight, and our light silver leaf, with a narrow border of What’s What In the Field their own ump and let him func
Of Sports, As Tersely
passenger train was play for her. bright red around the letters. The
tion behind the plate. Chief trouble
Told By Bob Mavo
There was only one other pa -en headlights were also fancily deco
was the tendency of tlie visitors
ger crew, the one leaving Rock rated in silver leaf.
to blame ttieir troubles on home
(By Bob Mayo)
No. 6 was brought from the build
land in the morning and return
umps and this would be one solu
ing in the afternoon, and one ers under her own steam. One of Twilight League Schedule to eta tion. Of course the best way would
Twilight League schedule to be to have the umps organize and
freight crew which also doubled the Knox & Lincoln engineers
the road. While we were in Rock- went to Manchester and ran her Wednesday:
be assigned by a chief with a list j
Friday: Rockport at Thomaston: j approved by all the schools but I j
land we had to do all the freight to Portland the first day, and the
switching in the yard and by the next coupled in with the Portland Warren at Waldoboro (replay of suppose this is too much to expect, j
time it was usually the time for u- anc* Path freight and ran her to tie game).
Softball League Standings
Sunday: Rockport at Rockland,
to couple up and pull out for Bath. Path. Supt. Charles A. Coombs was
W l!
Over near
Waldoboro, where!011 the lookout for her and look- Waldoboro at Thomaston, St.
Independents
4
3
there was a long curve through a ing her all over asked how engin- George at Warren.
i
Juliano
Bras.
4
3
St.
growth of heavy timber on the in- er hked her. Swinging up into the Tuesday: Thomaston at
Merchants
3
5
side of the curve, so that our sight car he remarked "What kind of a George, Warren at Rockport.
Shipyard
2
5J
The League Standings:
was limited to only a few hundred whistle has .-he got?" and tried it,
Monday saw Juliano edge the I
W
L.
feet, we always slowed down so a hut did not hold it open long as it
4
0 shipyard 6-4; On Tuesday the In
not to strike a pair of oxen which wa" a "harp whistle and with the Thomaston,
dependents and Merchants had one !
engine
standing
still,
the
noise
Waldoboro,
2
1
we nearly always found feeding on
2
1 of their old fashioned brawls with ■
the right-of-way. We would drive was a little too much for the ear Warren,
:he Indies scoring four in the sev- J
drums.
Rockland,
2
2
them off and proceed and when we
1
3 tilth to nose their bitter rivals 9-8.
No. 7 when new came at a time St. George,
came back in the afternoon, do it
0
4 Johnny Duff weighted in with the
when straight stacks were in Rockport,
all over again.
deciding hit in this struggle to send :
The
Thursday
Twilight
league
fashion,
consequently
she
was
so
Nearly over to the Rockland end
'
in the winning run. The big inn
schedule
was
washed
out
by
rain,
on two trips that I remember of. equipped. All these engines retained
ing saw four other hits and a walk.
we cut off our engines and ran their names long after most roads thus giving me a chance to catch
On Wednesday it was the turn of
up
on
some
leftovers
from
the
back a couple of miles to a cross- had discarded them. They were
Juliano Bros, to take the Merchants
ing and left a flat car there to be "mart for their size as were most High School season, Chief leftover
(and it smells to high heaven) is by the same score with a three run
loaded and on our return in the Manchester engines.
rally in the seventh. Red Demmons
afternoon we ran out and got it,
Nos. 1 and 3 ran on the Rockland Mayo's prediction at the start of
walked to start the frame and three
and then coupled up and pulled passenger taking turns according the schoolboy season that the
out on our run. What few minute to whichwas in the best condition, Rockland Tigers would go unde solid hits followed to ice the ver! diet.
we lost we easily made up.
The 2 was onfreight till the 6 was feated in the K-L league and be a
Monday
On the Rockland end Conductor purchased. The 3 was always on factor in the class L play-offs
Juliano
0 0 0 3 3 0 0—6-6-2
White was in charge of the passen- Hooper s train while the 4 was al- Seldom has a prophet been more
out of line. They wound up losing Genevitz and Lunt.
ger and Tom Ingraham the frieght. ways on work train.
Shipyard
0 0 0 2 2 0 0-4-9-1
Rufe Rideout was baggage master They had seven or eight passen- si games in the Knox-Lincoln cir
and later Will Bailey, and a freight 8er cars, but the No. 4 was gener- cuit and were beaten from pillar to i Wiggin and Reed.
Tuesday
brakeman by the name of Lute be- a*ly on the through run to Port- post by all their small neighbors.
However, I must humbly state Independents 0 1 2 0 2 0 4—9-15-3
gan braking on the passenger. Al land. She was painted an olive
Andrus and Brackett.
Hodgkins was later freight con- green long before the Maine Cen- that I also wrote that the Camden
5 0 0 0 1 0 2—8-11-0
ductor.
tral began to paint their cars dark. Mustangs rated an edge over the Merchants
The first engineer to run a train The Knox and Lincoln color was class M field and this was certain Lord, Gustin, (1) and Wink.
Wednesday
ly true enough. Edge is an under
Into Rockland was W. G. Moody, yellow like most old roads,
0 6 0 0 0 3 x—S-Iu-2
a former Kennebec & Portland
Later on Knox and Lincoln statement—they were ahead of Juliano
Wiggin and Hanley*
engineer. Other early engineers bought a new coach No. 10 to run everyone by a country mile.
1 1 1 0 3 2 0-8-13-2
were Edward Boston and William through to Boston, and a new bag-1 The only team that co-operated Merchants
- ------------------------------------------- gage car No. 3. This was the best with my pre-season predictions was Lord and Wink.
”~~~~
combination car I ever worked in. Waldoboro which I had picked for
No. 10 was burned and No. 11 was last—they finished in a tie for that
purchased which
later became spot with Boothbay Harbor; Cam FOR INDEPENDENCE
Applied
Maine Central No. 20.
den wound up first instead of RockJOHNS-MANVILLE
Camden: Rockland in a tie with
CERTIFIED CONTRACTORS
land; Thomaston second instead of
SOUTH HOPE
Free Estimates.
A1I Jobs Guaranteed.
Mrs
A. J. Huston of Portland Lincoln for third instead of a pre **
Terms If Desired.
was a recent visitor of Mrs. Gert dicted first; Boothbay in a tie for
last instead of the prophesied
rude Monkhouse.
KENNEBEC ROOFING
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Drinkwater fourth and Lincoln tied for third
AND SIDING CO.
and daughter, Teresa of Spruce instead of fifth. My batting average
TEL. 1135, ROCKLAND
Head
called on relatives and
P. O. BOX 513
68-Th-tf ; friends here Sunday.
Mrs Marion Hart gave a party
at her home Tuesday, honoring
the birthdays of her son, Peter,
and her nieces, Maxine Libby and
Marie Sprowl. The children en
June 16, 1951
joyed
playing games and riding a >
GOOD CLEAN USED CARS
Sealed
bids
will
be
received
by
the Purchasing
pony.
Birthday cake, cookies,
Agent,
Spring
Street,
Rockland,
Maine,
up to 2
watermelon and lemonade were
served. Guests were: The chil
P. M,, June 21, 1951, for 3200 board feet of No. 2
dren's grandmother, Mrs. Mary
kiln dried and matched and end matched maple
Wright; Mrs Louise Wright, Patri
flooring, for delivery on or before July 1, 1951.
cia Wright, Mrs. Margaret Sprowl
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
The right is reserved to reject any or all bids.
and children, Betty, Arthur, and
tl-tl RANKIN 81,
Mary Sprowl and Wayne Libby.
F. D FARNSWORTH,
ROCKLAND
Mrs. Louise Hail, and Winona and
Purchasing Agent.
3-S-tf|

THE FINAL OUT

Does Maine have a run of striped j
Plans for a model plane contest,
bass that would make angling for
I
to
be held July 1, under the sponthem worthwhile?
-orship
of Plymouth dealers in this
That question has been argued
area and Harold C. Ralph of Wal
for several years. The answer may
doboro. Smith's Garage of Rock
be found this week-end.
port and Miller's Garage and Nel
The Maine Sea and Shore Fish son Bros of this city, were an
eries Department has invited sport nounced yesterday.
fishing experts from tackle manu
The contest will be held at Capi
facturing companies and outdoor tol Park, Augusta, and will be open
writers on a four-day fishing party to model plane builders of all ages.
—Thursday to Sunday—in the
Two winners at the Plymouth
lower Kennebec river and along the deniers of Central Maine Model
coast near the river's mouth.
Plane Contest will be sent to the
What they catch may indicate Fifth International Model Plane
the extent of Maine's run of the Contest, sponsored by the Plymouth
striper—a gamefish that brings Motor Corp., at Detroit, Aug. 22 to
great sport fishing revenue to I 27. with all expenses paid.
coastal areas of other Atlantic
Scores of trophies and other
States.
prizes are being arranged for the
The Bath Chamber of Commerce, model air show. Entrants will be
running a striped bass fishing derby divided into classification according
for the public at the same time, has to age groups. Juniors, including
offered prizes for the best single 15 years of age: seniors, 16 to 20
catch and heaviest group of six b elusive;; open, 21 je%n and over.
fish.
The Plymouth dealers sponsoring
Visiting fishing experts will in the meet are from Augusta, Bath,
clude Kenneth Smith, trolling ex Auburn, Boothbay, Rockland, Rock
pert; George Albrecht, surf caster; port, Waldoboro, Waterville, Skow
Skipper Adams di plays the two pound salmon he landed at Rangeley
Lake last month and adds it to his record of a trout caught at Friendship Fred Bundy, spinning rod special hegan, Livermore Falls, North Jay
earlier this year.
ist; Joe Brooks, fly rod expert, and and Rumford.
Gad Gaddis, bait caster.
Skipper Adams lays claim to be
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs
returned from Connecticut Satur
the youngAt angler in these Gerald Adams of Thomaston and
MEDOMAK
day. They have been working
parts. The fact is, he is unques answers to the name of Chesley E.
Mr. and Mrs. Astor Willey were there.
formally, but is better known as
tionably correct, being only three
at New Harbor and called on Mrs.
Mrs. William Kimball of Saco
Skipper.
years of age, and having a trout
spent last week with her mother,
This Spring, Skipper hooked a Alphonzo W.lley
Miss Elsie Loud of New Harbor Martha Prior.
and salmon to his credit at that trout at Friendship and plans to
tender age.
John Castner is home from Bow
keep right on with the sport, even spent Monday with Annie Genthdoin College for the Summer.
On May 12, he and his two dot when he grows up. The grand ner.
Gordon Benner of Round Pond is
ing grandfathers Fred Maxey and fathers, both ardent nimrods, are
Mrs A R. Benedict was at Togus
Frank Adams of Thomaston, had coaching him in the art of fishing vis ting his aunt Mrs. Verge Prior. Friday on business.
Mrs. Gus Peaglc and three chil
Philip Saionberger has returned
him on a week-end fishing trip to and no doubt give him fishing
Rangeley Lake The little fellow- equipment on his b rthday and dren of Massa husetts are at their from the U. of M. for the Summer.
Mrs. Shuman is visiting her son,
hooked a two-pound salmon and at Christmas rather than the usual Summer cottage for the season.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Keene of Clifford Shuman.
got him to the boat where the toys for a child of his age. Skip
Burton Carter, Ernest Tedman
. randfathers nearly upset the craft per probably appreciates the pres Bar Harbor was the recent guest of
Fred Keene.
and William Calderwood of Vinal
helping him boat it.
ents more too
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Whitman haven were recent visitors in town.

lt.

LOOKING AHEAD TO FIFTY BYO

AMBITIOUS? WANT TO GO
IN BUSINESS FOR YOURSELF?

Truman’s Name Likely To Go Into the Prima
ries, But He Has Not Yet Given the Nod
Unless administration leaders un
expectedly
alter
the r
plans,
President Truman's name probably
will bp entered in next Spring’s
primaries as a candidate to succeed
himself. This will not mean, an
administration spokesman who de
clined to be named said, that the
President will be committed to
seeking a new term
In fact Mr. Truman might with
hold announcement of his decision
until after the Republicans nomi
nate a presidential candidate in
Chicago the week of July 7, 1952.
He has said he already has made
his decision.
The effect of entering the Presi
dent’s name in the primaries would
be to leave virtually In his hands
the selection of a Democratic
nominee if he chooses not to run
again.
While there is a long list of po
tential
Democrats
candidates
available if the President steps out
of the picture, almost none of them
is likely to challenge any move his
friends make to pledge individual
State delegations to him.
This would lay low potential “fa
vorite son” booms outside of the
South, which remains critical of
the President's domestic policies.

Leaders in such States as Ohio
already are reported to have
sounded out William M. Boyle, Jr.,
the Democratic national chairman,
about offer ng a slate of Truman
delegates in the May, 1952, election there.
The Ohio law requires that dele
gates must indicate first and sec
ond choices and must have the
written consent of the candidates
they support. The President, of
course, could give consent and
change his mind later if he chose
Boyle apparently has given so
final word to the Ohio leaders,
since nobody professes to know
what Gov. Frank Lausche has in
mind for the future.
Lausche, who has made some re
cent peace overtures to the reg
ular party organization with which
he split last year, might want to
be a favorite son candidate. Most
politicians think he is more likely
to run against Republican Senator
John W. Bricker, who will be
seeking re-election.
Minnesota offers the first freefor-all chance of both Democra
tic and Republican presidential as1 pirants to test the direction of the
■ political wind without committing
I themselves openly.

An Unusual Opportunity If You Are.
An old established Fish Market for sale. Fully
equipped. With the high price of meat, how can
you lose? Good reason for selling. Contact

'

j

ARTHUR S. SiMALLEY
239 MAIN STREET,

CITY OF ROCKLAND, MAINE

WE WILL BUY

MILLER’S
GARAGE

Sharon Miller.

.

ROCKLAND. MAINE
71-73

‘
I

I

MAINE SALES TAX

NOTICE TO SELLERS
APPLICATION FORMS FOR REGISTRATION
CERTIFICATES are now available at your local bank,
Chamber of Commerce or from the Sales Tax Divi
sion, Bureau cf Taxation, Augusta, Maine.
Registration Certificates must be obtained and dis
played in each place of business Before July 1, 1951.
STATE BUREAU OF TAXATION
Augusta, Maine
69-S-78

Blue-hot wall-flame blanketi the walls of the heating
plant-gets every useful Btu. of heat from every drop of

Roofing and Siding

BID NOTICE

Compete July 1. Sponsor
ship Of Plymouth
Dealers

that combines all the best
features of oil heat with the
clean-burning efficiency of
gas heat. For all makes and
sizes of furnaces and boilers.
Ask for heating survey and
operating cost estimate. No
cost or obligation. We sup
ply the facts and figures—
you make the decision.
Phone us today!

STOCK CAR RACING

BELFAST FAIR GROUNDS
2 O’CLOCK EVERY SUNDAY
Open Races. All Cars Welcome.
PRIZES ON EVERY RACE

Fuel oil is converted into a gas by
unique chrome-steel flame rim shown
above. Oil droplets strike glowing-hot
flame rim and are instantly vaporized.
Resultant mixture of oil-gas and air
rises through grills ... is super-heated
by grills . . . and burns against heat
ing plant walls with same blue color
characterizing gas flame.

Proudly Sold and Installed by

DUST HAS BEEN ELIMINATED
ADM. S1.00 Tax Inc.

A.

CHILDREN 50c

All Children Must Be Accompanied by Parents,

65-Th&S-tf

C. MCLOON & CO.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TELEPHONE 51
72-&-74-Th-tf

Oil BURNERS • Oil lOltFRS • Oil FURNACES • Oil BUNKING WATER HEATERS

• ••••••••••••a •••••• 9
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Tuesday- Thursday-Saturday

TALK OF THE TOWN

WITH THE
THEATRES
STRAND THEATRE

June 16—At Warren: Meeting of
District 10. Pythian Sisters
June 17—Fathers’ DayJune 18-29—Daily Vacation Bible
School at the First Baptist
Church.
June 21—Supper-Meeting of Knox
County Fish and Game Associa
tion, St. George Grange Hall.
June 24—Annual Fishing Derby of
Megunticook Fish and Game Associat on, Megunticook
Lake,
Camden
June 25-July 7—Rockland District
Nursing
Ass'n
Fund-raising
campaign.
June 27Appleton, Golden Rod Re
bekah Lodge will observe Guest
Officers’ night.
June 28-30 — Dental Convention.
Samoset Hotel.
June 29—R. H. S. Class '45 Re
union at Legion Home. 7 p. m.
July 3-4—Fourth of July ev? party
at Winslow-Holiro jk-Merritt Post
Home, Maverick street.
July 4—Fourth of July Celebration,
Thomaston.
July 13—South Cushing: Acorn
Grange Fair
July 25-Spruce Head Church Fair.
July 26-27—Annual Lawn Party of
St Bernard's Church.
Aug. 3, 4, 5—Maine Lobster & Sea.
roods Festival
Aug 5—Class of 1911, R H£ Re
union at Tamarack Lodge.
Aug. 7-13—National W.C.T.U. Con
vention, Statler Hotel. Boston.
Aug. 16—At Baptist Church, War
ren, 2Cth annual Summer concert
Sept. 6-7—Maine Library Associa
tion meets in Rockland.

Today last time: “House on
Telegraph Hill." Starts Sun
day: “Little Big Horn," plus
“Savage Drums.”
KNOX THEATRE:

Today last time: "Apache
Drums." Starts Sun.: “Along
the Great Divide.”
( AMDEN THEATRE:
Today only: “Who Done It."
plus “Under the Gun.” Starts
Sunday: "Bird of Paradise.”
WAI.DO THEATRE:

Today only: “Mad Wednes
day,” plus "Bowery Battalion.’’
Starts Sunday: “The Great
Caruso."
For Time of Shows
See Ads In This Paper

The Daily Vacation Bible School at
the First Baptist Church will be
gin next Monday morning at 9
o'clock.
It will continue for two
weeks with sessions each morning
Monday through Friday from 9 to
’1.30. All children from 4 through
' 14 are invited to attend. They will
enjoy a varied program of Bible
stories, singing, handwork, and
recreation.

William Koster, general chairman
of the free chest X-ray survey be
ing sponsored by the Rockland Dis
trict Nursing Association in con
junction with the State Division of
Tuberculosis Control, Department
A car bearing Hawaii license of Health and Welfare and the loplates was parked in Thomaston ! cal Four County Tuberculosis Assoi ciation has announced the follow
Friday.
ing industrial committee: E. R.
Walter C. Ladd and sons Clifford Ladd, chairman, William Bicknell,
and Edward are on a week-end Rev. George Goudreau. and E. C.
fishing trip at Hall Camps at Ladd. Employers in this city will
be visited so that they may become
Moosehead Lake.
acquainted with this health service
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton R. Bitler j which is being offered free to all
have bought the James M. Brown who reside or work in Rockland and
property at 307 Limerock street and to urge participation by all of their
will occupy it in the near future.
employees. Mr. Ladd, chairman ot
Flags were displayed throughout the group, reports that several firms
have expressed their willingness to
the city Thursday in observance of
Flag Day. Exercises honoring the co-operate and the results thus far
day were held at the Home of the have been most gratifying. The
Rockland Lodge of Elks, preceded dates of the survey are July 16, 17,
by a parade of the Drum and Bu 18. 19, 20 and free chest X-rays
gle Corps of Winslow-Holbrook- will be given daily from 1.30 to 3 30
Merritt Post AL through Main in the afternoon and from 6 to 8
street. Following this Retreat was in the evening.

held at the Elks Home with Edwin
E. Webber lowering the colors. Sam
uel Gamache was chairman in
charge of the event assisted by
William Mcores. Others participat
ing in the exercises were Michael
Arico and the Elks officers, Mrs.
Jane Foley, Mrs. Doris Foley, Ed
ward A. Manseau, Gilford P. But
ler, and Capt. Nathan W. Bard
USN (ret). The program closed with
the singing of America.

BORN

Watts—At Knox Hospital, June
13, to Mr. and Mrs. Albert B. Watts,
Jr., of Tenant's Harbor, a daughter,
—Terryl Lisbeth.
Benner—At Miles Memorial Hos
pital. Damariscotta, June 12. to Mr.
and Mrs. Edward H. Benner, a
daughter—Sandra Marie.
Burgess—At Knox Hospital. June
14, to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Burgess
of Union, a son.
Drinkwater—At Knox Hospital,
June 15, to Mr. and Mrs. Norman
of South Thomaston,
Three Keys on ring, apparently Drinkwater
a daughter
car keys and metal rule (me
MARRIED
chanic’s Pal) found Monday. Own
Ames-Sparrow — At Needham,
er may have same by paying for
this advertisement by calling for Mass., June 8, Conrad S Ames and
Miss Catherine Sparrow, both of
same at The Courier-Gazette Needham Mass.—by Rev. H. H.
Office.
70-72 Hall.

See the latest styles in Furs and
DIED
Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top
Watts—At Waltham, Mass., June
quality, at Lucien K. Green & Son. 13, Miss Edith G. Watts, formerly
l-tf of Thomaston, Me., age 73 years.
Funeral 2 o clock Saturday at Davis
Funeral Home, Thomaston. In
terment in Wiley's Corner Ceme
tery.

A superior service
of personal attendance

444 Main Sireet
Rockland, Me.

THAT COSTS NO MORE

Prescriptions
Carefully Compounded
MAIL ORDERS FILLED

17-tl

GAME PARTY
EVERY FRIDAY
At 7.J* P.

THOMASTON - Til
ROCKLAMD-TEl.BIO ROCK POUT-TEI 1434

A wide range of prices
that meets all wishes

M.

CARL M. STILPHEN

LADY ASSISTANT

24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
» CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

1-tl

Business College Graduates Eight

World’s Competitive Speed
Records Go To Retail
Automobile Dealers

Mrs. Florence Calderwood

Corres;x>ndent

He Found The Grange

Public Supper

FOOD SALE

THE CHEECHAKO

Chester Brooks
It can be your choice, too

WATER PIPES
SEWER WORK

The family memorial will represent
you even though you may not be
with the family when they select it.
Isn't it good business and good
sense to choose the family memorial
while you can help with this most
important decision?

Why not plan to inspect our selec
tion of Guardian Memorials soon.
Quarried from deep Barre, Vermont,
Granite, designed by America’s
foremost artists and created by mas
ter craftsmen, Guardian Memorials
are your finest assurance that a fam
ily’s love will be represented in en
during beauty.

Wm. E. Dornan & Son, Inc.

TELS. 390—624-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST
ROCKLAND. ME.

Ambulance Service
l-ti

Sixty Members Of Camden
Hills Theatre Represent
21 States

Telephone 10-24
As a result ef Lee Wallard’s sen
Members of the Camden Hills
sational victory in the 500-mile race
Mr. and Mrs. George Spear of
Theatre
Company will start arriv
in the Indianapolis Motor Speed
Connecticut, have been at Mrs.
way, the world's competitive speed
Helen Spear's, called here by the ing this week-end at their resi
dence headquarters at the Camden
records on land and water respec
death of his brother, Fred Spear
tively are now held by two Chrysler
Mrs. Bernice Young, accompan Hills State Park Th s will be the
retail automobile dealers. The win
ied Mr. and Mrs. George Gra-ie of fifth season for this Summer the
ning car at Indianapolis is owned
Billerica., Mass, to Waterville atre, and the schedule of plays and
by Murrell Belanger, who sells
Monday ar.d attended the gradua- other plans will be announced
Chryslers and Plymouths in Crown
i tion of Marilyn Gracie from Colby. shortly for the Summer. Although
not all admissions have as yet been
Point, Ind.; the fastest boat in the
Mrs Inez Cameron and son Lyle completed, the members of the 1951
world, Slo-Mo-Shun, IV, is owned
of Brookyn, N Y . are at the Ayer company, to date, are from 21
by Stanley S. Sayres, who is in the
homestead.
States.
same business in Seattle, Wash .
Mr an dMrs. Henry Knight moved
CoEeges and universities from
Victory in automobile racing is
Wednesday in to the apartment of which they come include Stanford,
no novelty to Murrell Belanger,
Merton Payson.
Wisconsin. Michigan, Maine, Mineven though this was his first
Woman’s Community Club is in- ntsota. Harvard. Sm th, Miami,
triumph at Indianapolis in several
I vited to Mrs. Virginia McElwee’s Colby. Yale. Vassar. Tulane, Okla
tries. He has been sponsoring cars
home Tuesday, June 19 fo the first homa, Arizona, Bryn Mawr, Co
in dirt-track racing for a consid
Summer picnic. Members not so- lumbia, Johns Hopkins and Vir
erable time and has been highly
1 licited are asked to contribute ginia. These 60 or more young men
successful. Lee Wallard was mak
sweets. Picnic dinner at 1 o'clock and women who come to the Cam
ing his fourth appearance in the
A short business meeting will be den Hills Theatre each Summer
500-mile classic and previously had
held. Members are rem nded to may well be considered "good-will
not won any particular distinct on,
I
bring dishes, and coffee will be ambassadors” for the State of
although finishing in the first 10 in
! served by the dinner committee
1948 and 1950.
Maine and Knox County specific
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Ellir.gwood ally. At the conclusion of this
Not only did Murrell Belanger's
Graduates of Knox Business Collese. Seated are. from left to right, Agnes Sullivan, Rockport; Free
car win the race, but another owned land Staples and Angelina Morse. Standing are: Leland Pendleton, Vernon Hunter, Rockville; Vernon j of Springfield, Mass, are visiting fifth year, there will be 300 or more
; with her parents, Mr. and Mrs such ambassadors’ in virtually
by George H. Leitenberger, Chrysler Kenney, Norman Hammond and Thomas Dion.
George Day.
every State of the Union, it is re
dealer in Johnstown, Penna., and
almost a truism: Boston would be
A leaders’ training class of Knox ported by the Board of Trustees.
driven by Andy Linden, finished
In Municipal Court
a wilderness if it weren’t for es I Farm Bureau was held Tuesday
fourth at an average speed of 122.57
As the fifth season opens, the
Karl
T. Hurd of Rockland plead
caped Maniacs. Every other in at Methodist vestry. Miss Con trustees point to some of the at
miles per hour.
ed guilty to passing the stop sign But Pleasant Valley’s Past habitant has either lived there or stance Cooper was instructor and tractions which this Summer the
Mrs. Isadora Hillgrove, 42, suf at the intersect on of Pleasant and
Master Had Weird Ex is a descendant of a Maine family. ■ gave demonstrations on "Mass atre provides for Knox County:
fered a slight concussion and a Main streets and paid a fine of
The few remaining refugees from i Feeding” to 28 leaders from various
perience—Lots Of
1. The Camden Hills Theatre
broken finger Thursday afternoon $10. He pleaded innocent to an
Ireland, Lithuania, and other parts farm bureau group
furnishes entertainment for the
Maine
Folks
when the car in which she was other charge of passing the sign
Union Lions Club held at Pioneer entire area, and also attracts Sum
of the wide world think there ought
Boston, May 23.
riding, and which was operated by at the comer of Union and Pleas
to be a law, but they're vastly out Grange Hall, East Union. Monday mer guests.
her husband, was in collision with ant but was found guilty and paid Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
night, voted that charter member
numbered.
2. It has been estimated that
a car operated by Percy L. Young. a fine of $5 and costs of $5. He
A persual of the Boston papers
There at Watertown. Grange night be observed at the July 9 this theatre now brings over
The mishap occurred at the cor denied that he went through the might leave the impression that the Sunday at Tremont Temple was meeting. This also will be ladie-’ $1CO.COO to the area. If it becomes
ner of Park and Broad streets. Her sign and also that he “made a Hub of the Universe is strictly ur announced. So, Sunday evening, and visitors’ night. The closing of a permanent fixture, it must
condition was reported as good at face" at Rockland Police Officer ban with grass and trees and the Mr. and Mrs. of the Cassens the charter members' list is set grow, and this growth will bring
Knox Hospital this morning. Dam Lawrence Sanborn as the Bitter al flowers rationed into handkerchief tribe went into the early broad for the next meeting June 25 Two an increased annual revenue to
age of $100 was done to the Young leged.
sized parks. Also, that so eminent cast, then up to the Sunday eve new members received Monday this county.
• • • •
car and $50 to the Hillgrove vehicle.
ly rural an organization as the ning meeting which honored the were Warren Reynolds, South Hope
3. By supporting the Camden
Fines of $20 and costs of $2.70
Harlan Linscott of the Rockland
I and Gilbert Doughty, South Union. Hills Theatre, the people of Knox
many Grangers present.
Grange would be unknown.
Police Department was the inves were levied against all three de
But that ‘warn’t the way we | We saw old friends there, of A joint meeting of the Waldoboro County are supporting a worth
fendants in an assault and battery
tigating officer.
heered it," on WHDH
Every course, as well as many new ones, | and Union club’ directors will be while cultural project which aids
case continued from Saturday.
morning, a rope factory with a fa and listened to a fine sermon by ! held June 19 at Roland Genthner’s many worthy young men and
IN MEMOREAM
Those fined were William Stewart
Waldoboro.
women.
At other
In loving memory of our Mother and James Devine of New York and mous old name and history gives a Dr Sidney Powell.
Miss Faye Robbins left Friday
calendar of Grange events; so we church services, incidentally, we
4. The Shakespeare Festival ls
who passed away June 17 1939.
Willard Carleton of Union. The
Florence Estes, Louise Philbrook.
listened carefully, and finally an have met Bill Turkington, remem for Colby College, Waterville, one of the features which is bring
assault
occurred
on
route
131
in
72’lt
opportune evening came, and the bered for evangelistic services at where she will spend a week at ing prestige and business to this
Warren on the person of Carrol
the Girls' State.
area. It is a fact that more people
CARD OF THANKS
Cole of Rockland on the night of master-in-absentia of Pleasant Rockland and Waldoboro, Dr.
Services at the Methodist Church have come to the Camden Hills
It is with heartfelt thanks that June 6.
I Valley Grange of Rockland, Maine, Frank Littorin. and Charles Sims
Sunday will be conducted by Rev. Theatre’s
I wish to express my appreciation
Shakespeare
Festival
| attended a meeting of Watertown I and Vaughn and Helen Overman.
• • • •
Stanton Leland, a candidate. Sun- from long distances than do all of
to my fellow teachers, former
Grange.
The
pastor
at
the
South
Baptist
Thomas
C
.Aylward
of
Camden
pupils, parents and friends for the
i day School follows services.
its other productions put together.
Fifteen cents in the fare-box of I Church, where we are members, is
wonderful party, the Big Apple" paid a fine and costs of $27.70 when
It is a fact that any one of the
containing money and the beauti he pleaded guilty to leaving the a North Station trolley performed ! Rev Morris Inch of Wytopitlock,
Shakespeare
productions
have
ful flowers that were given to me scene of an accident. The car its usual magic, and changed the and Dr. West, the pastor emeritus,
Uncle Sam Says
upon my retirement from teaching. which he was operating hit a
doubled
n
income
over
any
single
light of a daylight saving 7 p. m. j was a Mainiac from Islesboro.
Words are not adequate to express
light comedy to have been pro
wrecker belonging to Hopkins Ga to the immediate and permanent Dodge one of us and you run into
my gratitude.
duced.
It is believed that there will
rage on North Main street yester artificial night of Boston’s complex two more.
72-lt Mrs Mary H Monaghan.
be a similar response to the play
day afternoon, causing an esti and sometimes bewildering subway
Hmmm. Pomona Grange next
Alconolics
Anonymous.
Men's
on the "Life of Christ" which is to
mated $50 damage.
The passenger who gets off a car Saturday, June 2, at Medford
Groups. Women’s Groups. Box 711.
be presented this Summer.
Square.
There
may
be
500
present;
completely turned around is lucky;
Rockland.
S-tf
If the planets are inhabited they the one who is only half-tumed- 250 of them will be ex-, present,
Wherever festivals and pageantry
easily
pick
out
the
civilized
na

ean
types
of drama have been presented
Fer social items in The Courieraround has to consult signs care or future Maniacs, I betcha. Oh,
over the country, they have become
Gazette, Phone 1044, City.
tf tions by noting which ones know fully, and wonder why the cars yes—'Boston has plenty of rangers.
how to make A-bombs.
widely popular but only after they
don’t run upside down as well as Baptists, and Maniacs. Maybe we
have been given the loyal support
notice ’em more, being all three.
in
apparently
the
WTong
direction.
CARD OF THANKS
of the people of the area, according
Plenty
of
parks,
too;
big
ones,
love

We wish to express our sincere
But a Watertown car most sure
to the trustees. In its effort to seek
thanks to all our relatives and ly goes to Watertown, after a leis ly with Spring.
this support, the Theatre’s Board of
friends for their generous dona urely hound-like sniffing at Alls
One further word: the employ
Trustees are making every effort
tion to our pound party and espe
ment situation in Boston, for a
cial thanks to Mrs John Robishaw ton, Newton, Brighton and may be
to direct its program with an eye
a half-dozen other communities man with some experience in as
for holding it.
not only to the Theatre's future,
Mr and Mrs. Robert J. Robi along the way. By going in a sembly or machine work of almost
but also with the State’s and Knox
shaw.
72-lt completely opposite direction and any sort, is wide open. The per
County's future in mind.
taking a bus from Harvard Square, sonnel men are not only cordial to
It’s good to think that on this
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank the members of the same result may be obtained. people who. like us, are forty-ish, Thanksgiving. 329 years after the
Unfurnished Apt. to let. Auto
observance, we Americans can
the South Hope Red Cross, su Anyhow, the 15-cent fare reaches tout eager to get both men and first
still give thanks in a land where our matic hot water. Private bath. Tel.
perintendent, teachers and pup:ls to this spot, six miles from Boston, women of from 40 to 65. And I did faith and freedom stand as firm as 76M.
72-lt
of the Union School, Pioneer as it does to many others scattered say 65?
Plymouth Rock. It is our job to pre
Grange, friends and neighbors for
serve
these
by
assuring
our
own
It is only in a very few sharplytheir kindness during my recent over a wide area.
financial security, by making our
bereavement.
Watertown, itself, to the uninitiate restricted positions that youth present prosperity provide for our
72* lt
Mrs. Helen Spear.
is almost as bewildering as the sub alone is welcomed; experience and future. AU lt requires is the regular,
automatic program of saving pro
SATURDAY. JUNE 16
way.
An immense traffic circle is stability count in most places The vided for you through the Payroll
Five-room Apt. to let. Inquire
housing
situation
isn't
too
bad,
Savings Plan for the purchase of
Watertown "Square.” The impos
G. A. R. HALL
David Rubenstein. Tel. 1285.
either, for anyone willing to scrub U. S. Savings Bonds. EnroU now
72-lt sible theorem is solved; if the circle
50c
D.
U.
V.
where you arc employed.
is not squared, at least the square up several months' accumulation
U. S. Treasury Department
of dirt. But you do have to look
is circled.
The directions given by a willing around and ask around, and make
but ignorant MTA dispatcher—not a lot of friends fast. That’s easy,
J ■ chooting i fimity menu*
(ment, your choice is nor
the least to be blamed for not for Boston is cordial to an extent
only for your lifetime, out
knowing—landed the visitor smack- that would give the habitually re
SATURDAY.
JUNE
16
(or generations tq come. We can
LEWIS POINT — DAMARISCOTTA, ME.
dab in the middle of a Women's served coast-dwelling Maniac heart
help you find lasting satisfaction
failure.
•
through our wide selection of Rock
Society meeting of some sort, for
Meredith’s
of Ages family monuments. Each la
Pay rates start, usually, in the
the first try.
hacked by a signed guarantee to
OPEN DAILY, EXCEPT MONDAY
you, jour heirs, or your oeserndanta.
Furniture Store
The next produced a very agree vicinity of a buck an hour, or rise
to
and
past
that
figure
fast.
able and fr endly group of Shrin8 A. M. to 8 P. M.
BEGINS AT 9 A. M.
ers, but the wrong password, even Ij£o there’s hope for us old birds"
Recommended by
Benefit
if given, wouldn't get a Grangeer yet!
Duncan
Hines, Gourmet
Kenneth H. Cassens,
in there.
Boy Scout Camp Fund
MEMBER OF MAINE RESTAURANT ASSN.
WARREN,
TEL. 98
652
E.
Broadway,
But they did know where Water71-72
Knox-Lincoln-Waldo Counties
So. Boston, 27. Mass.
town Grange met, which was a

SEPTIC TANKS, CESSPOOLS
CEMENT WORK

READ THE ADS

CELLAR WALLS REPAIRED

S. E. EATON

THE TIMES

f

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 1187-R

help. The big traffic circle wasn't;
but two successive wrong casts
finally located Church street and
a big-pillared building of wood
which housed the Grange and the
Pythian Order. Here. 21 friendly
Watertown Patrons were ready to
welcome and entertain one visiting
Granger from Pleasant ValleyGrange in Rockland, Maine, and
three from Verona Grange of
Bucksport
The fact is so obvious that it is

A GOOD JOB FOR YOU

u. s.
ARMY
CHOOSE THIS

FINE PROFESSION NOW

Every Guardian Memorial is protected
by a Guarantee Bond

BURPEE
Funeral Home

Thespians Coming

UNION

GOOD FOOD

TOWER RW-4
COMMUNITY BUILDING
Aafplret Knights of Columbia,
1-tf

RUSSELL
Funeral Home

Held By Chrysler
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FOR THE PERFECT

“Cemetery Memorials
Since 1883”

FATHER’S DAY GIFT

Manufacturing Plant,
East Union

A Year’s Subscription to
THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Office and Showroom,
Thomaston
TEL. THOMASTON 175
42-S-tf

Mailed anywhere at no extra cost to you.
TEL. 770 TODAY!

TO OUR PATRONS

NEW BRANCH STORE OPENS
We take pleasure in announcing the opening of
our new branch store, 26 Gleason St., Thomaston,
formerly owned and operated by M. J. Robertson
and Robert L. Clark. We welcome old and new
customers, and offer a complete new line of

SHINGLES AND PAINT
Ruberoid Interlocking. Double Coverage. Tite-ons,
Asphalt and Asbestos Shingles
Bri-Mar Paint
Interior and Exterior. Floor and Deck Paint
White and a Complete Line of Colors

We will be closed Monday and Tuesday, June 18
and 19. Please bear with us while the front is being
remodelled on our building.

JORDAN
&
GRANT
MAIN STREET.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

71-72

WE ALSO CONTINUE TO CARRY A COMPLETE
LINE OF FIRST QUALITY BUILDING SUPPLIES

J. C. ROBINSON & SON
St. George
26 Gleason Street, Thomaston
Tel. Tenant's Harbor 56-4— Thomaston 180

1

* Rockland

Pags Few

Coutftf-Gaftfte,

SalurdaV, Jurtfi

IS, 1551

delicious refreshments were served. Montreal, Canada, have arrived at drapes and large baskets of red
Those who made the trip: Frances ’’The Ridge” for a few weeks’ vaca and white garden flowers with the
Class motto suspended above. The
Gilchrist, Joyce Ames, Grace Pe tion.
[trends Inside of half a year. As
base of the stage was banked with Dear Farmer:
terson,
Patricia
Skoog.
Lucy
Skoog.
Recent
guests
at
The
Millers:
A
MRS ALLIE LANE
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
evergreen with 1951 done in white As usual, there seems to be more i these trials will be run for at least
Bessie
Geary,
Edith
Grimes,
Hel

R
Moore,
Portland,
Harold
Wig
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FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
en Webb. Isabell Calderwood, Eliz gin, Union; T. H. Christenson, daffodils. The program: process to do than hours in the day. Mon three years, we hope to really
iwws bow litres: it corns
abeth Davidson, Susie Webster, Beverly; Joseph Laundre, Boston; ional, Arthur Brown, pianist; In day we held fertilizer demonstra have something to show on each
Telephone 85
Advertisements la this swlenui net to exceed three lines Inserted
Wendell Knox, Eleanor Conway, I Anthony Mantia and son Jimmy, i vocation, Rev. Wendell Knox; tions, did some grass silage work at one. After this Spring, a meeting
•■ee fer M seats, three tunes, sue do Bar. Additional lines 10 centa
The
Children
’
s
Specialty
Shop
of
Marjorie
Roscoe,
P.H.N.,
Dr. Marlboro, Mass.; William Doane, Greeting, Leverett Robinson; Ad some farms, got in a little time at ' will be held at each plot at least
each fer each line, half pries each additional time used. Flee small
Rockland has opened a branch Ralph Earle.
Portland; George Koshivas, Marl-! dress, Dr, Garland Russell; Class the office, after supper did a lit once a year so that you can watch
wards to a line.
store in the shop of Beatrice Ewell, Bobby Bennett, son of Mr. and boro. Mass.; Dick Hammond. Au Will, Richard Nelson; Class Pro tle weeding in the garden. If the I them develop.
Speoial Netiee! AH "kited ads'* so sailed. L e. advertisements which
Have recently heard that your
phecy and Gifts, Victor Gustavson;: garden is a little slow, the weeds
require the answers te be sent to The Courier-Gazette office for bandcarrying a complete line of clothes Mrs. Clarence Bennett gave aj burn; Jack Rosengard, Boston.
county agent was one of the three
line, co*t 25 oents additional.
Charles
Doughty; j are not at all backward.
for boys 1 to 6 and for girls 1 to 16. Wi . tern cowboy party at his home • At the meeting of the school Valedictory,
fertilizer
demonstration agents in the state holding the
Mrs. Pauline Bartlett, proprietor of Saturday afternoon in celebration board Wednesday Fernald Young Presentation of Diplomas, Supt : This
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
the Children’s
Specialty Shop. of his tenth birthday. The guests [ was appointed a member to replace Harold Wiggin; Recessional, Arthur' was the first to be held at the new most meetings the first three
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and ne book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
Rockland was a guest at the Down arrived wearing cowboy costumes. I Ernest Conway for the remainder Brown; Class Motto, "We Have plots, and was mainly to see what months ot this year. I am glad to
have been right up there, but
AH MUST BE PAID FOR
Easter Monday night.
Games were played and all had a' of the year. Mr. Conway has re Crossed the Bay, the Ocean Lies J we are going to do.
there are certain things to watch
as received except frem firms or individuals maintaining regular ac
Eefore
Us;
”
Cass
Colors,
Red
and
The
plots
are
five
in
number
Vinalhaven Health Council were joljy good time. Lunch was served signed owing to having business out
counts with The Cornier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five To a Line.
White; Class Flower, white rose; j scattered through the counties. and I hope that you will help. One
guests of North Haven Health which included ice cream and a of town.
Class Roll, Charles Doughty, Victor Hope to start some more this Fall. Ils that the meetings are of use to
Council Monday night at North Ha large de orated cake topped with a
The Elizabeth Hutchinson Bible Gustavson,
Leverett,
Robinson,1 We are showing we hope, the use !you. Please, if you have any sug
FOR SALE
ven.
All
report
a
fine
meeting
and
horse
and
rider
iin
miniature)
FOR SALE
Class met at Union Church vestry
of a non-nitrogenous fertilizer such gestions, let me know. There is no
Richard
Nelson.
made by Mrs. May Brown. Favors tor an all day session. Dinner wa»
CHILD'S Maple Crib for sale
THREE-Piece Black Walnut
After
the
Salutatorian,
Leverett
as 9-14-14. a straight nitrogen use holding these meetings if they
were cowboys caps, masks and served and after the business meet
with double drop sides, and inner- Bedroom Set for sale. Price rea
FOR SALE
Robinson,
gave
the
greetings,
he
fertilizer,
and a mixture of the are not giving you definite infor
plastic guns. Bobby was the recipi ing work was done on aprons to be
spring mattress, also Thayer stroll sonable. TEL. 337.
72*74
the commencementj two. It will also show when to use mation that you can use. Another
USED Power Mower and Roller ent of many nice gifts. Those pre sold at the anuual fair in August. introduced
er. All in good condition; 24
SLABWOOD for sale, sawed or i for sale. Heavy duty, 30-inch cut, i
item to watch is that not so many
speaker, Dr. Garland Russell of the! what.
GREEN ST., Thomaston.
71*73
long lengths. PHILIP GRIERSON. ! commercial unit. In very good con- j sent were, Kenneth Conway, Mike
Graduation Exercises
of the faculty of University of Maine who, Of the plots set out so far, two meetings are held so that the rest
Bunker,
James
Dickey,
Barrie
SHOE Repair Shop for sale, cash Ingraham HUI Tel. 1199-J. 72’74 dition. Will sell cheap. MAIN ST. !
Class of 1951, Vinalhaven High gave an interesting and impressive were hurt by dry weather, and two of the program goes back. This, of
reg. and counter. MRS. HENRY
72-74 White, Joseph White, Albert Os School were held in Memorial Hall!
WHITE Enamelled End Heater HDRWE CO. Rockland.
address, to the graduates, under by heavy rains scattering the fer course, is up to me to watch, but
MARR. 16 Knox St., Thomaston.
good.
K
k
Han’
i.
is;res
Wadgrate
for
sale,
400 13-WEEK- old Barred Rock
June 13. At 8 p. m. The undergrad graduates and the large audience. tilizer. But one showed definite
(Continued on Page Five)
________________________________ 71*73 with coal
also Hotpo’.nt Electric Range Pullets, for sale. COL FRANK G leigu,. Joy Knox, Pat,v S».ith. Ruth uates entered the hall, preceded by The class will by Richard Nelson1
MOTOR Bicycle for sale; 21 with thrift cooker, Telechron j GOGLTEN. Tel. 150-3, Thomaston ! Ann E'.u: ett an 1 Bobby Gtcrett
Marshal Gary Oakes a Junior and
CARROLL LANE. C.'
Mrs. C. Ernest Starrett returned
Clock and oven timer. Old model, ____ _____________________ 72-74
Mrs. Elmer Hopkins, and daugh marched to the front seats of the was listened to with rapt atten
tion, the
humorous situations,
home Wednesday night from a
20-FOOT Homemade Trailer for but perfect working order, and ex- : AFRICAN Violets, pink, white, ter, Miss Janette of North Haven,
sale, partly furnished. ERNEST cellent finish MRS BERT S blue, orchid, 75c. Ferns, Philoden- J Evelyn Vasso and Doris Bucklin of auditorium, the pianist, Arthur caused much laughter. Victor Gus
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Robert List
72*74 drons. 35c, Geraniums 50c. Double i
Brown, playing the School march, tavson, in his prophecy gave an
SIMMONS. Friendship.
70 72 GREGORY. Glen Cove.
in Madison, N. J., and a motor trip
Rockland were over night guests after which the class of 1951 of four
ALENA
L.
STARRETT
Tuberous
Begonias, j
FURNITURE for sale, beds, | Petunias,
amusing look into the future of his
ICE Crusher for sale. ROCK
into Emmaus, Penn. She was ac
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Freeman
Robin

Correspondent
boys in caps and gowns, led by the classmates and the joke gifts were
LAND POULTRY CO.
70-72 springs, chests of drawers, chairs, I DEAN S NURSERY, 325 Old Coun- ,
companied by Mrs. Lelia Clark of
ty Rd. Tel. 348-J.
72tf I son Wednesday having been in Marshal Gary Oakes with baton in
china
closet,
sewing
machine,
1936 OLDSMOBILE for sale”
pleasing hits.
Telephone 49
Thomaston.
THREE old-fashioned Clocks. town to attend commencement ex Class colors red and white, marched The
Price >125. TEL. 1528
70*72 dishes, stands, tables, numerous
Valedictorian,
Charles
other article .
MRS. BESSIE | Towel Rack. High Chair, Nursery I ercises of Class of 1951, Vinalhaven
Miss Elizabeth Robinson, R. N,
up the middle aisle to seats on the Doughty took for his subject "Tel
~1942 CHEVROLCT Tudor Sedan LEACH. 120 Washington St., Cam- ■ Chair and Seat, pair Portieres with
Mr. and Mrs. William Seavey .ac of the Webber Hospital, Biddeford,
High School.
platform,
the
pianist
playing
the
for sale, radio and heater Terms if den. Tel 2783.
72'74 rings, 9x12 Axminster Rug, 3-piece
evision" which was most interest
Sidney L.
Winslow returned Aida March from Verdi, that has ing and showed deep thought and companied by Miss Thelma and passed several days in this town
desired. Call at 161 LIMEROCK
Miss Christine Starrett enjoyed a with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
DeLAVAL Milkers for sale, all Wicker Set, Dishes, misc. CAN Thursday from Rockland.
BT.
70-72
been used for many graduations.1 understanding.
72*lt
sizes, new & used. Fairbanks- : DAGE, 194 Camden St
I have Nylon Netting of all sizes Morse Water Systems for farm & ' 11 WOOD Eggnests for sale,
M:-. Clyde Bickford visited Rock The stage presented a fine appear- J The Vinalhaven High School recent motor trip through the Ralph Robinson, this week.
White Mountains and Green Moun
available for immediate delivery. camp. We have the pipe and in- single compartment, double deck: I land Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy McCluskey
ance with the maroon velvet, faculty, Principal Edward Hawks,
tains.
Address inquiries to EARL WILL- tall. W. S. PILLSBURY & SON. 20 metal chick feed Hoppers, chick ( Mr. and Mrs .Charles Cassie and!
were called Wednesday to New Ha
assistants,
Miss
Phyllis
Black
and
COTT, Port Clyde after June 15,
Overnight guests Tuesday of Mr.
69-S-72 Waterers, 5 five-gal. oak Waterers. grand>on Charles Whitcomb of:
until then Box 343, Clinton, Conn Waterville
Carl Holgerson are Vo be congrat and Mrs. John Heald were Mrs. ven, Conn., by the death Tuesday
COTTAGES
fencing. TED. SIILI, R F.D. 3.
67tf
1936 FORD Pick-up for sale, also Union.
ulated on their excellent work with Elsie Collamore and daughter, Miss night of his mother, Mrs. Emily Mc
72*S-78 I
COTTAGE LOTS—SEASHORE
Cluskey.
1946
Dodge
Sedan.
R.
A.
PENNEY,
WANTED
the class.
FOR SALE
Marilyn of Lincolnville. Mrs. Ed
At Cushing—9 miles from Route
Tel. Warren 83
71*73
Miss Clara Eastman of Lyndon
The
graduation
ball
followed
the
I have two 20 Cu. Ft.
REAL ESTATE
win Prince and son, Warren, of
MAN or girl wanted, who has had 1. Good road to lots, electricity.
PUPPIES for sale. Greman
Commercial Refrigerators—
TEL. Thomaston 253-3.
72*74 exercises, music by Carlson’s Or Camden, and Mrs. Arthur Dean and Centre, Vt., is home for the Sum
experience
in
salesmanship.
Tel.
Cocker Spaniels, Cham
REAL ESTATE SPECIAL
mer.
One white enamel 1949 Shepherds.
1285 or write DAVID RUBEN
FURNISHED Cottages to let at chestra.
Mrs. Kolhonen of Rockland, were
pion bloodlines. Reasonable, . ,Six handsome rooms and full
S'
71tf 1 Pleasant Beach. So. Thomaston, ' Sunday June 17 at Union Church
Mrs Nellie MacKay of Portland
model, just like new, the LIAN BOURGOIN, Albion, Me.
guests of the Healds at graduation
bath, plastered and insulated
SALESCLERK wanted 7 a? SEN $35 per week, electricity and fuel Children’s Day will be observed at exercises Tuesday night. Germaine and Rockland has been guest for a
other a varaished case, por __________________________ 71*73 throughout: oak and pine floors;
72-lt ! included MRS. L. S. MILLS. 72tf the 11 o’clock service, which will
week at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
celain lined, remote control,
FOUR 750x16 white wall six-ply | air conditioning furnace; electric ; TER-CRANE’S
Heald was a member of the gra
FOR SALE NOBLEBORO
Fred Foster.
be conducted by the older pupils
hot
water;
Youngstown
kitchen:
I
LOW
prices
Written
guarantee
,
both in A-l condition, just Tires for sale Inquire ARTHUR i
duating class.
closets, the house over; attached ! with every job Graduate Radio j Five-room Cottage, furnished, of the Sunday School.
what you need for beer, a SMALI EY, 239 Main St., city.
Por social items in The Couriertechnicians. Free p:ck up. LLOYD'S electric lights, water, stove heat, I The pastor will present awards Toy making was the subject of a
small restaurant or roadside _________________________ 71-73 garage.
8 acres of land on Route 1, opposite
meeting of the Women's Division Gazette, Phone 1044, City.
This 2'4-year dwelling is the prize RADIO SERVICE. Tel. 396-W.
tf
TRACTORS NEW. for sale: John buy of the season for $9000. Don't
and certificates of graduation from
stand.
71*76 Arthur Plnkham’s residence.
of the Farm Bureau held at the
Deere
Model
B.
Model
MT
&
classes.
A
junior
choir
will
lead
thc
i
I also have some good
HENRY L. SULLIVAN
delay, this one will go quicklyRiutta Cottage at North Pond
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
POSITION wanted to care for Key at Pinkham's
Model MC Crawler; Massey-Harris
71-73 singing.
FLANK A WHEELER, General 1
used Electric Refrigerators, Ponv
State Highway Construcstion
Tuesday, in charge of Mrs. Elvie
& Equipment. W. S. PILLS Insurance-Real Estate Brokerage. elderly person. Or housekeeper for '
Sunday,
June
17,
at
3
o
’
clock
p.
m.
Washers, white colored and BURY & SON. WaterviUe. 69-S-72
OIM atom TEL. 277-R.
71*73 | COTTAGE to let, all modern
Sealed proposals addressed to the
Hudson, home management leader.
21
No.
Main
s:.
Tel.
M0.
72-11
conveniences, at Ingraham Hill. at Union Church there will be a
State Highway Commission, Augus
black Cook Stoves, 2 oil and
SOMEONE wanted to sell famous ■
1948 DODGE-Panel Truck for
71*73 service of Dedication for Children.! Finger painting and the prepara ta, Maine for building a section of
FIVE-Room House for sale, good Tupperware (colorful, unbreakable TEL. 527-M.
gas Comb. Stoves, Franklin sale: A-l condition. All equipped
tion of modeling clay were also highway will be received by the
Parents who have not brought
Type
Fireplace,
Electric to go on road, as fish market at repair, new plumbing, near South plastic dishes», Chance for ad
FOR RENT
School, 1 acre land, garden start vancement . Car necessary. Write
subjects taken up.
Commission at its office in the
your
door,
with
partial
established
their
children
for
this
service
are
Stoves for cottages, Home
ed. $4700. Inquire W. E POTTER. ESTELLA TRAFTON Springvale,
COTTAGE AT
Mrs. Minerva Marshall, delegate State House. Augusta, Maine until
routes
ARTHUR
SMAIiEY,
239
urged to take advantage of this op-!
Lighting Plant, Wood Burn
72*74 Me.
DYNAMITE BEACH
71'73
from the E. A. Starrett Auxiliary, 10:00 A M Eastern Standard Time,
Main St.. Rockland.
71tf 44 Thomaston St.
portunity, as it will be last until;
June 27, 1951, and at that time and
ing Heaters, and a whole lot
Written Inquiries to:
50-ACRE
Farm,
house
with
bath
SUV., attended the Encampment place publicly opened. Bituminous
NURSE wanted at the Y.W.C.A.
Fall. If possible notify the pastor or
more.
If, and when you ”"KITCHEN Range for sale, black bam, and hen house for sale, good [ Camp,
REV.
EDWARD
M.
DART
Tanglewood,
at
Lincolnville.
held
over
last
week-end
in
Port

Home Clarion, at 37 Limerock St or
Concrete Surface: Federal Aid Pro
Mrs Charlotte Burgess so that
Write S. M., r< The Cou Contact MRS. MERVYN HARRI
need anything, see
Care Courier-Gazette Office
TEL. 782-J.
71*73 repair.
land. Mrs. Edith Wotton, presi ject No- F-026-1 (1), Rockland,
rier-Gazette.
72tf j MAN. 80 Pleasant St.
71-73
{
__________________________
certificates
may
be
prepared.
HAROLD B KALER
Phone
length 0.79 miles. The attention of
EXTRA fancy 4 weeks' old native
LOG Cabin to let, Spruce Head, f Sunday night at Union Church, dent of the local organization, and the bidder is directed to the Spe
ARE you buying or selling your 1160-R. City.
70-72
At WASHINGTON, ME.
pigs. Tel. 806-J. P. W EDWARDS.
other
members
who
attended
the
property? My branch office is
Tel. 5-25
Open Sundays
cial Provisions covering subletting
RELIABLE middle-aged Woman Me. Price reasonable. P. A. SAW June 17, the Father’s Day service
71-73 i open Saturday and Sunday. FH A
55-tf
YER. Tel. Camden 2506, 35 Harden will be observed, with a male cho encampment were Mrs. Alice Pea or assigning the contract. The
32 FT. Power Boat, for sale; I and G.I. financing arranged. For wanted to live in and take care of Avenue, Camden
71*73 j
body, Mrs. Evelyn Achorn, and Miss minimum wages to be paid all labor
References. Write
rus. Make this a family service.
Chrysler motor, boat used four real estate eee scott kit- ( 3 children
employed on Federal Aid Projects
G.
D.,
r
The
Courier-Gazette.
Ida
Stevens.
COTTAGES
TO
LET
seasons, price $700. Also 16 ft. v-! TREDGE. So. Thomaston. Phone
0UALITY FUEL OILS
69tf
Attractive Shore Cottage to let, | Present-day coal research is
Mrs. Bernice Barbour and Mr. are stated in the proposals. The
bottom, newly painted. $75. J- G. Rockland 1692-W
Range, Fuel and Diesel Oils,
72‘lt
Owl's Head. 8 rooms, all modem, I helping solid fuel to serve its cus and Mrs. Cecil Damon of Deer Isle attention of bidders is invited to
WANTED
ROLERSON Islesboro, Me. Tel I ONE of the finest Summer
Motor Oils and Greases,
the fact that the Maine State
Reliable and experienced Man to $200 monthly. M. H. ROCKWELL, j tomers better.
95-11.
71*73
attended the graduation exercises Highway Commission has been
Cities Service Gasoline
Homes on Crescent Beach for sale: 1 operate hot dog, hamburger, and ■ Coopers’ Mills, Me Tel. Washing- !
at the Baptist Church Tuesday advised by the Wage and Hour Di
1942 DeSOTO 4-door Sedan, all! fireplace, oil hot-air furnace; extra l
ton 4-5.
70*72
THURSTON PETROLEUM
rebuilt, as good as new, new paint, lots; a few furnishings, $8000. S lobster roll stand, combined with
night, the guests of Mr. and Mrs. vision, U. S. Department of Labor
LOST
AND
FOUND
retail
lobster
store
in
Rockland.
'
PRODUCTS CO
new seat covers, $500. Terms if | A LAVENDER, Insrance and Real
that contractors engaged in high
WANTED
Benjamin Barbour.
THURSTON S W11VRF
desired. CARR’S AUTOMOTIVE Estate. 3 Beechwood St., Thomas- J Salary and 20': of profit. Write
way construction work are required
ROWBOAT, white with blue in
50 TILLSON AVE.
TEL. 336
"S
H.."
r
The
Courier-Gazette
and
Rev.
Bruce
Cummings
will
have
Man
or
Couple
wanted
to
SUPPLIES. 586 Main St. Tel. 24.
ton. Tel. 369.
.. 72-74 give reference and experience.
side, lost at Senebec Pond. Finder for his sermon topic Sunday at 10 to meet the provisions of the Fair
ROCKLAND, ME.
72tf
share cottage for the
Labor Standards Act of 1938 (52
please return to JOHNSON’S,
1-tf
69tf
FOR SALE WITH LEASE
RAKES for sale; Side Delivery;
Union
72*73 a. m„ at the Baptist Church, "A Stat. 1060 b Each proposal must
Summer.
Attractive Children's Apparel
John Deere & Massey-Harris, also
Challenge to Father,” by way of a be made upon the blank form pro
WRITE “COTTAGE” % COURIER
ANTIQUES and Used Furnish Spreaders & John Deere Plows, Shop with cozy 3-room and bath
father’s day message. There will vided by the Commission for a copy
71-73 !
ings wanted, attic contents, etc. Harrows, Lime Sowers & Farm apartment, $500 for the business
TO
LET
and
$40
a
month
for
the
lease.
also
be a dedication of babies dur of which a payment of one dolar
WEAVER’S. 01 Main St. Thomas Wagons
COTTAGES TO LET
W. S. PILLSBURY & ! Contact A. D. GRAY, Realtor. Wal
will be required, and must be ac
NEW
CAR
AND
TRUCK
MODERN
Apartment
to
let.
ing
the
morning service. A chil companied by a certified check for
on. Tel 345-2.
67-78 SON, Waterville.
One seven, one five rooms, elec,
69-S-72 doboro, Me.
72-lt
Adults
only.
TEL.
519-J.
72*74
dren's day program will be held at one thousand dollars ($1000) pay
stove, elec, refrigerator, bath with !
QUALITY—Strawberry Plants for
SALESMAN
New GUNS Used
NINE-Room 2-Apt. House for
shower, fireplace, waterfront, one 1 ROOM to let; 97 Union St. TEL the time of the evening service at able to the Treasurer of the State
sale. Large fibrous rooted. State in
Bought, sold, traded. SMITH’S sale, 4 rooms down stairs, shower
Salary and Commission
mile from Rockland. TEL. 1204 or 970-M
72-74 7, and will be in charge of Miss of Maine. The envelope enclosing
spected. Howard 17. Temple, Fair- ESSO STATION. 650 Main St.,
and flush, 5 rooms and flush, up
Experienced Only.
515._______________________ jr«
land, Fairfax, Sparkle, CatskiU, 100, Rockland
the proposal must be plainly marked
THREE
Furnished
Rooms
to
let, Florence Packard.
60tf
ARTHUR SMALLEY, 239
"Proposal for State Highway con
$3; 1000. $20; 10.000 $18; Great ______________________________ _ stairs
Apply in person.
oil heat, bath, garage; 136 Talbot
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Norman
Hannan
Main
St.,
Rockland.
71tf
Bay, 100, $6; 1800, $30: Gem Everstruction in the City of Rockland "
Ave. TEL. 1483-M.
71*73
OWL
S
HEAD
have moved to Rockland. They The certified check will be re
REAL-ESTATE
bearing. 100. $4; 1000 $26. Sprayed
AN
Apt.
of
2
furnished
rooms
to
and fumigated, freshly dug, post
SUMMER RENTAL
had been occupying the Emery turned to the unsuccessful bidder
SIX Acre Cape Cod country
let, flush; 34 Fulton St TEL.
PAINTS & VARNISHES
paid. Folder free. SYLVESTER
unless forfeited under the condi
home, all furnished: rearage on St.
Long shore frontage, opposite
Simmons
house at Pleasantville.
1379-R.
71*73
& SKINNER, Belfast; Me. Tel.
George River with two income cot- '
Monroe Island.
Privacy with
Sea Coast Paint Company
Rev. J. Homer Nelson will pre tions stipulated. A bond satisfac
569-W4.___________________ 46-72
PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME.
TWO small Stores on Main St.
tory to the Commission of not less
tages; write for photo, $7500. S.
accessibility; 3 bedrooms, large
440 Main street,
Rockland A LAVENDER, Insurance, Real
to let. Inquire ARTHUR SMALLEY, sent a special Father’s Day message than fifty percent nor more than
sun porch, baby grand piano, all
___________________________ 62tf Estate, 3 Beechwood St., ThomasSunday
morning
at
the
Congrega

239 Main St., Rockland, Me.
71tf
seventy-five percent of the amount
modern conveniences, artesian
WANTED to rent for Summer:
SLABWOOD for sale, sawed or ton. Tel. 369.
71-73 Riding and driving Horse, must be
of the contract will be required
well, automatic hot water, oil
UNFURNISHED Upstairs Apt. to tional Church.
long lengths, delivered anywhere
“real estate
Mrs. Rose C. White and friends Plans may be seen and forms of
burner, electric stove, telephone,
let. Hot and cold water provided,
gentle and sound. Good home
TEL. Thomaston 177.
70*72
TEL 402, city.
67tf of Framingham, Mass., were Tues specifications and contract may
garage. Five miles from rail
Twelve-room House with ocean guaranteed, and family use only.
be obtained at the office of the
MEN
’
S,
Women
and
children
’
s
road station, 2 miles N. E. Air
view*
in
the
village
of
Tenant's
Har

MRS.
E
P.
WARNER.
Vinalhaven.
day guests of Mr. and Mrs. X. X. Commission, Augusta, Maine. The
FOUR-Room
Apt.
to
let;
modem
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
Shoes
sold
at
factory
price
at
JOE
’
S
lines. Available July and August.
bor,
off
the
main
street,
an
in

69-72
bath; electric range and refrigera Mallett.
ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
right is reserved to reject any or
SHOE STORE. 63 Cedar St. Open come property, sea-captain’s house
Address "All This," Owl’s Head,
tor; hot water heat, thermostat
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
SAWS to file, wanted, by expert;
Miss Eini Riutta is home from all proposals.
daily, inc. Sunday until 9 p. m j adjusted to Summer apartment
Me.
Phone
Rockland
285-W1.
control; $12.50 per week. Over
REPAIRS
13 Court St. TEL. 878-R.
68*73
Maine State Highway Commission.
cept Thurs. close at 6 o’clock.
business: hot air, coal furnace.
Carr’s Store, 536 Main St. TEL. 24. the University of Maine, and is
ANY TYPE OF WELDING
Dated at Augusta, Maine, June
S.ALESHELP wanted. E
”
71tf | Make your best offer.
passing a vacation of two weeks
51
tf
___________________________
FOR SALE
13, 1961.
72-lt
Three desirable acres with good CROCKETT STORE, Main St.
with
her
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
USED Tractors for sale: 1950
68-72
I have 50 Cottage Lots SMALL Furnished Apartments to
John Deere B: 3 Farmall A’s; well of water on tar road, view of .
Antto Riutta before leaving the
RADIO Servicing wanted; all for sale on the south end of let. Apply in person, 11 JAMES
778 MAIN ST.,
TEL. 202-W
2 Allis-Chalmers; John Deere A. j St George River, St. George, price
ltf last of the month for Rangeley
makes, all models LOW'S REPAIR the Medomak Lake, fine ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
B A- H: 1949 Case VAC. We have I reduced to $500.
HEATED and unheated furnished Lakes where she will be employed
1-tf
Monhegan lovers please note the SHOP, 77 Masonic St., Rockland.
the tools for most of these tractors.
roads, Central Maine Power Apts
to let. V. F. STUDLEY, 77 during the Summer at the Mingo
63-75
W. S. PILI SBURY & SON, Water Budd Cottage owner is ready Ao
line
on
about
all
of
the
Park St
Tels. 8060 or 1234. ltf
69-S-72 ' reduce sharply from $6000 for quick ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
POR SALE—Have a few used vUle.
shore, near Meadow-Lark RENT our Floor Sanding Ma Springs Hotel.
sale.
done
at
the
Mend-It
Shop,
102
Date of the annual mid-Summer
White. Oil and Gas Combination
FOR SALE
S. A. LAVENDER. Insurance and Union St., Grove St. entrance Tel Girls' Camp, and Medomak chines. Do the job yourself. We
Stoves, some Black Stoves, with Oil
concert, Baptist Church, has been
I have for sale 24 passen Real Estate, 3 Beechwood St., 1 1680 EVA AMES.
70*75 Camp for Boys, I also have tell you how. STUDLEY HARD
Burners, Electric Stove, Used Deep
set for Aug. 16.
Thomaston. Tel. 369.
71-73
Freeze Electric Washers, and Elec ger Bus, 40 vintage, with 48
WASTE Paper wanted, newspa a 76 acre farm in the north WARE. Tel. 20, Thomaston.
Mrs. John Gibson and brother,
_________________
30tf
FOR
SAI.E:
House,
9
rooms
and
motor,
ready
to
go,
and
in
tric Refrigerators, that I will sell
pers. books, magazines, corrugat part of this town, blue
cheap. If you are looking for some perfect condition. I have a garage, 21 Green street. Thomas ed boxes. Inquire 55 TILLSON berries, or farming, and one
SANDING Machine and polisher Ronald Barbour passed the day
All conveniences, AVE., City._____________________ 147tf
used stuff, we have it at. prices you 1941 Dodge Dump Truck, ton, for sale
of the best places in Maine to let. Also a Wall Paper Steamer. Thursday in Orono, and on their
can afford to pay I also have 3 4-wheel drive, this is For excellent condition, central heat TOP prices paid for el! kinds of
Inquire at SEA COAST PAINT return were accompanied by John
ing,
convertible
to
two
families.
for a hunting lodge.
reasonably-priced Farms that I
CO . 440 Main St
3tf Gibson, who will pass the Summer
WHAT FINER GIFT
Junk, iron, steel, metals, batteries
FRANK
D.
ELLIOT,
Thomaston.
Sale
also,
a
large
bunch
of
HAROLD B. KALER
wiU seU. Whatever you need, see
and
rags.
MORRIS
GORDON
&
Than a
63tf
at the Barbour home here.
Kaler
HAROLD B KALER Used Cars, 2 wheel trailer
WASHINGTON, ME.
SON, 6 T St Tel. 123-W.
12tf
John
Heald,
seaman
first
class.
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS
Washington, Me. Tel. 5-25. Open and a whole lot more, have
Tel. 5-25
Open Sundays
Subscription to
Eight-room House, bath, furnace, j ANTIQUES. Glass, China, Furni Route 17-220 from Rockland FACTORY ENGINEERED USN., left Thursday after passing
385 days every year.
4fltf a 4-yard body with hydraulic
ture, old Paintings, etc wanted
good
location,
priced
under
$5000
THE
a few days with his parents here.
WE have some reasonably-priced will sell cheap. If I listed all
PARTS
25 Miles.
Another 8-room House, all mod CARL E. FREEMAN. Glen Cove.
used cars for sale II you do not of the things I have for sale,
Mrs
Arthur
Adams
and
family
of
Tel
Rockland
103
ltf
55-tf
ern, large lot of land, quiet neigh
COURIER-GAZETTE?
For All Chrysler Make Care
waat to buy one. perteeps you have
Shreveport, La., are with her pa
ONE YEAR—FIVE DOLLARS
TWO Cottages, each six rooms
one to sell. We buy, end sell, do I would have to buy some borhood. Would like offer on this 1
Dodge-Flymouth-Chrysler
rents, Mr. and Mrs. John Jenkins,
and bath to leit; modern conveni
some horse trading, seU on time newspaper, come and see for one.
63-aw
DeSoto
Five-room and bath, price $2650
ences. One mile from Rockland.
for a time.
payments, in fact we do anything yourself. Have 2 Gun Type
Large
Colonial
House,
I
acre
BURDELL
’
S
DRESS
SHOP.
School
Also Dodge Job-Rated
to please. HAROLD B. KALER Oil Burners for furnaces, and
street, Rockland.
55tf J
Washington. Me. Tel. 5-26, National new Fairbanks Morse Power land, price $4000
Truck Parts
Two-family
House,
all
modern,
Shawmut Batik of Boston Finance.
Lawn
Mowers
nice
location
for
doctor
’
s
office.
71tf
If you wish to buy we may
MISCELLANEOUS NELSON BROS. GARAGE
Price reduced $2500
HAROLD B KALER
RETIRED MEN—55 or over preferred. Men who have some
have
the one you like. If you
Several
large
Houses
in
Thom

WASHINGTON, ME
BICYCLES. Tricycles, bought, [ 515 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
income but find it inadequate to meet the rising high cost of
GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
I-tf
repaired, painted like new, for
Tel. 5-25
Open Sundays aston. Suitable for nursing homes wish to sell list with us now.
living.
or tourists.
Walks. Steps, Posts, Fireplaces,
sale
RAYE
’
S
CRAFT
SHOP.
Route 17-220 from Rockland
Large House at North Haven,
QUALIFICATIONS—Neat appearance, like to meet and talk
Mooring Stones and Chain. Ash
HAVE CUSTOMERS WAITING
Prescott St., City.
63*S*84
25 Short Miles.
with people.
price greatly reduced for quick sale
lar, Veneer, Pier Stone, Wall and
SUMMER
Term
Knox
Business
55-tf
L. A. THURSTON,
Foundation Stone.
Estimates
WE OFFER an opportunity to supplement your income by
WEST
FARM
AGENCY
College
opens
July
1,
at
406
Main
38 Beech St.,
Tel. 1159
gladlv submitted. No obligation.
BURROWES ALUMINUM
representing well known local organization. Est, 1902.
Mrs. Faye Smith, Representative
St. Register early.
Placement I
68tf
HOCKING GRANITE INDUS
Combination Storm Window and
Work your own hours.
CAMDEN ST.. ROCKPORT, ME
Bureau. TEL. 616 or residence
TRIES (Successors to John Mee
Screen
CARL Swanholm Property, house
TEL. 2754
45-M, Rockland
69-74
WRITE
"S.
J.
”
CARE THE COURIER-GAZETTE
STILL AVAILABLE
han A Son), Clark Island. Me.
and barn. 1 Elliot St., Thomaston
P. O. BOX 384 CAMDEN
ANTIQUES bought, sold and re
E T. LONG.
Tel. Rockland 21-W2 or Tenant’i
for sale. Excellent condition. Ap
POR
APPOINTMENT
57-tf
paired. LOUIS PARREAULT Tel.
Tel. 8230 days. 1503 nights
ply to FRANK D ELLIOT, Thom
Harbor M-U.
1*U
Warren 38-21.
68-104 ,
53tl ' aston.
63-1

THE COUNTY AGENTS CORNER

VINALHAVEN

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

WARREN
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j

WANTED

Lowe Brothers

Maine Willys
Sales Service

BODY and FENDER
WORK

b

Rowling’s Garage

j

REAL ESTATE

MALE HELP WANTED
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FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES

NEW OPS PULPWOOD PRICES

Silo Bulletin

F CATTLE BREEDERS TO MEET

Candidates For Poultry Queen

Type and Construction In
Forestry Specialist Bissell Releases Latest formation In Folder Now
Available

Figures Farmers May Expect For
Soft Woods

f

Ceiling prices for pulpwood pro
duced and sold in Manic have been
announced recently by the OPS.
Delivered
up to 20 FOB Roadmiles car
side
Rough spruce fir $17.25 $17 00 $13 50
Peeled spruce fir 21.25 21.00 18.00
Rough hemlock 15.75 15.50 12.00
Peeled hemlock 19.75 19.50 16.50
Rough pine
15.25 15.00 11.50
Peeled pine
18.75 18.50 15.50
Rough hardwood 16.75 16.50 12.50
Peeled hardwoods 21.00 20.75 17.25
Rough poplar 14 75 14.50 11.00
Peeled poplar 18.25 18.00 15.00
There are additional prices for
streamside pulpwood and allow
ances for truck hauls of more than
20 miles. Be sure to see your buyer
for more detailed information and
possible price changes. A number

of companies have distributed such
price information to operators and
will provide you with the same at
your request.
Stumpage has been exempted
from the provisions of the General
Ceiling Price Regulation by Sup
plementary regulation 17 of the
OPS Stumpage includes all trees
green or dead, standing or down, of
all species, classes, and sizes, not
severed from the stump. One pro
vision of this regulation states,
however, that records of stumpage
sales must be maintained.
Markets for almost all forest pro
ducts continue good at this time.
Prices of white pine lumber are
generally high. The Boston Com
mercial Bulletin has been quoting
rough green log run white pine
lumber at $70 to $80 per M F.O.B.
the mill.

Bulletin No. 1820, “Silos—Type and
Construction.”
This United States Department
of Agriculture bulletin has very
complete information on all types
of silos from concrete and metal
upright ones to the popular trench
silos now being built in Maine. It
includes many illustrations and
drawings.
Talbot also has free copies of an
other bulletin for dairymen. It is
Maine Extension Circular 172, “Ladino Clover." This bulletin is very
attractive and includes all the es
sential information on growing this
mammoth white clover in Maine.
Either of these bulletins may be
obtained free by dairymen by con
tacting their county agents at
county Extension Service offices or
by writing to Talbot at the Maples,
University of Maine, Orono.

U.
OF
M.
READY
FOR
2000
4ERS
Harold

f

f

Harold J. Shaw of Sanford, has
been unanimously elected president
of the Holstein-Fresian Associa
tion of America. The election took
place at the 66th annual convention
in Des Moines, Iowa last week, with
150 delegates attending represent
ing 43 states.
Shaw is a prominent Maine far
mer and leader who has bcen honored as an “outstanding farmer” by
the University of Maine. He is also
a trustee of the University and a
graduate of the institution. He has
been active in several Maine farm
organizations and once served as
a county agent for the Extension
Service.

PHILCO
P

H
I
L
C
O

HOME RADIOS
CAR RADIOS
PORTABLES
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS

P
H
I
L
C
O

THE RADIO SHOP
517 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
TEL. 844
3-S-tf

PHILCO
In Town, Country

or Camp ...

"for

better living"

— serves you
for cooking,

water heating,
refrigeration,
space heating

It's efficient
... safe ... clean
... economical

This is the bottled gas
system that is ideal for
use in summer cot
tages. Each cylinder
contains 20 lbs. of Util
ity Gas, enough, for
many hours of cooking.
When cylinders are
empty simply return for
replacement.

State 4-H Day At University Set For June 23;
Contest Judges Have Been Selected
George E. Lord, of Orono, asso
ciate director of the Agricultural
Extension Service of the University
of Maine, will address the 2000 4-H
club members, leaders, parents, and
friends expected to attend State
4-H Day at the University of
Maine on Saturday, June 23.
Lord will deliver the address of
welcome Saturday morning in the
Memorial Gymnasium on the cam
pus. He is a former 4-H club mem
ber and was at one time Franklin
county agent for the Extension
Service. His talk will open the pro
gram at 10.30 a. m.
Other speakers will include Dr.
Marion D. Sweetman, head of the
department of home economics of
the University of Maine; Winthrop
C. Libby, associate dean of the
College of Agriculture; and Miss
Estelle Nason, home demonstra
tion agent leader for the Exten
sion Service.
Kenneth C. Lovejoy of Orono,
State 4-H club leader for the Ex
tension Service, will serve as mas
ter of ceremonies. He and Mrs.
Catherine P. Baird of Boothbay
Harbor, assistant State club leader,
are planning the program.
The dancers from the Polly
Lynch Thomas School, of Bangor,
will provide a half-hour entertain
ment. Campus tours will be led by
4-H Club Agent Paul J. Dowc of
Lewiston, a graduate of the Uni
versity of Maine.
Many of the
4-H'ers will be making their first
visit to the University campus.
All those attending are asked to
bring lunches for Saturday noon.
Facilities for lunch will be provided
only to delegates from Aroostook,
Cumberland, Oxford, and York
counties who make advance reser
vations with their county 4-H
club agents
Three Statewide 4-H club con
tests and group singing will be
other features of State 4-H Day.
Mrs. Catherine Powers Baird of
Boothbay Harbor, assistant State
4-H club leader for the University's
Agricultural Extension Service, an
nounces that six foods authorities
will judge the Dairy Foods Demon
strations. They are Mrs. Mildred
Brown Schrumpf, Mrs. George E.
Lord, Mrs. Carolyn W Lovejoy and
Mrs. Anna Simpson Hardy and Mrs.
Ingeborg MacKellar, all of Orono,
and Mrs. Justina Donovan Giles of
Bangor. The three winning girls
will receive wrist watches
Mrs. Corinne Fletcher of Bangor
ls in charge of the State 4-H Club
Style Dress Revue. Judges will in
clude Mrs. Leona Perry Andrews of

Windsor, instructor in clothing at
the University of Maine and former
home demonstration agent in Pe
nobscot county, and Mrs. Pauline
Budge Estes of Bangor, former as
sistant State 4-H club leader. A
third judge is yet to be named.
Mrs. Charlotte Cleaves Smith of
Bangor, Extension Service clothing
specialist, will serve as commenta
tor for the Dress Revue. The 14
county senior Dress Revue cham

TEL. 51,

ROCKLAND, ME.

63-S-71

ACME
EXTERMINATING CO.
We rid your premises of
any vermin.
For information phone

LLOYD’S, INC.
646 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND
44-Th&S-tf

Men, Women, Married, Single!
Now three ways to get cash from
fei&onat. Phone—for 1-visit loan.
Write or phone—for loan by mail.
Come in—get cash in person.
“Yes” to 4 out of 5! Phone, write,
I
q see
today.

NATIONWIDE CASH CREDIT!
Anyone can apply for an ex
clusive Nationwide Cash - Credit
Account Establishes your credit at
over 600 affiliated offices coast to
coast and in Canada. You needn’t
have nor get a loan to open your
account Pay onlv if you use your
Card to get a loan. Invaluable
at home or away from home.

"fMf COMFANrff tNAT HKfS TO

sav nr*

FINANCE CO.
2nd FL, (FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLOG.) 356 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

•

Sadie Gammon

Miss Leino is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. E E. Leino and is in her
first year of 4-H work. She is en
rolled in home improvement and
sewing projects.
Miss Upham is in her fourth
year of club work and engaged in
several projects.
Sadie Gammon has canning,
foods, home improvement and sew
ing projects underway. This is her
eighth year of 4-H work.
Carolyn Lufkin is in her sixth
year of 4-H projects and now has

pions will compete for a free trip voted that the Grange purchase a
to Chicago to attend the National copy of Charles M. Gardner's
4-H Club Congress. They will mo Grange History.
del dresses they have made them
A sum of money was raised to
selves as 4-H projects. The theme benefit the "new hall fund” of Pem
of the Revue will be “4-H Wishes broke Grange.
An invitation was extended to the
Come True."
Ralph A. Corbett, assistant Ex Grange to attend an Open House
tension dairy specialist, is in charge at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Flagg
of the State 4-H Club Dairy Cattle in Jefferson on June 26, in honor
Judging Contest. Members of the of their 50th wedding anniversary.
University dairy staff will assist Mention was also made of similar
him. Four-member teams from observances during the next two
each county have been invited to weeks by Mr. and Mrs. Will Wallace
take part in the judging of the va- | and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Stevens,
rious breeds of dairy cattle. The ! both ladies being members of
winning four individual 4-H'ers! Meenahga Grange. Congratulations
will receive trips to the Eastern are extended to them, also to our
States Exposition in Springfield,1 four young people who are mem
Mass., in September.
bers of the graduating class at W
H. S., Arlene Boggs, Richard
Gould. Alice Luce and Marion
Morse.
(
Wessaweskeag Grange

The program at the June 13
meeting of Wessaweskeag Grange
NEWS OF THE GRANGES
IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
was under the direction of Mrs.
Annie Dennison, chairman of the
County chairman by Irving Sawyer; Home and Community Welfare
Georges Valley Grange
May 1, Past Master George Layr who is chairman and will be un Committee.
of Pioneer Grange and Master of able to be here in August.
Patriotic songs were featured and
Sister Stockbridge is chairman readings by the members about the
Knox Pomona Grange worked the
First and Second Degrees on John of the benefit supper to be held flag. A tableau with Mrs. Helen
V. Stockbridge and Frank J. Hart. June 19 for Hope Grange which is Hill as Betsy Ross and Mrs. Annie
May 10, 11 members journeyed building a new hall. This supper ts Dennison as the reader was given
forth on a mystery ride with Rich to be sponsored by Knox Pomona. in costume. Worthy Master Mil
ardson Miller of Seven Tree Grange
dred Mills presented the flag and
Seven Tree Grange
as driver of his bus. At East Union
Seven Tree Grange met Wednes gave a reading.
they were joined by five Pioneer day night with 35 members pre An interesting part of the pro
members Burleigh
Esancy and sent and one visitor from Mt. Plea gram was a display of a 70-year-old
daughter Agnes, Mr. and Mrs. sant Grange.
flag by Past Master Charles Watts.
George Layr and sister Minnie
The First and Second Degrees This flag, 18 feet long with a clus
Jones. After a round about way we
were conferred upon two candi- ter of 39 white stars on a blue
stopped at Grand View Grange at 1 dates and two more applications field, was purchased for the ship
Northport where we were greeted were received.'
Emily J. Watts, built about 1880. at
with a hearty welcome by all. Ev
A religious program was pre Thomaston, named for Mr. Watts’
eryone had an unforgettable eve sented by the Worthy Lecturer, mother and commanded by Capt.
ning.
followed by a memorial service m Edward Watts, his father. The ship
May 29, Pioneers Ladies Degree memory of all deceased members. was lost off the coast of Florida
team very ably worked the Third The Red and Blue Contest which years later.
and Fourth Degrees on John V. has been a prominent feature of The Grange kitchen has received
Stockbridge, Frank Hart and Ray the last six meetings closed Wed a coat of paint and the dining
mond Desy. Master Alton Williams nesday with the overseer George room is being painted. Paint has
of Grandview Grange was called Day and his team far in the lead of been purchased for the outside of
to the masters station to call the
Master Howard Hawes and co the building and the Grange is
special meeting to order and to
workers. The winners are to be "open to bids" for the labor. New
close it by the Lecturer Hilda
guests of the losers in the near fu by laws were received and distri
Stockbridge in the absence of the ture.
buted at this meeting.
above ranking officers.
There will be a clean-up bee at The program at the next meet
Lincoln County Pomona Deputy
the grounds of the hallWednesday ing will be given by the Youth
Thaddeus Reed acted as assistant
evening June 20, to do some needed Committee consisting of Douglas
steward. Sister Reed Lincoln Coun
work to make the grounds more Makinen and Eugene Wiggin.
ty Juvenile Deputy acted as chap
presentable. Come early and bring Movies entitled "Twenty four hours
lain.
tools to work with. Following the of progress,” depicting the oil in
Sister Marguerite Griffin under clean-up, a card party will be en dustry, were shown after the meet
went a very serious operation a
joyed in the hall. Everyone wel ing and refreshments were served.
short time ago at the Osteopathic come.
Next meeting is June 27.
,
Hospital, Benton street, Portland.
Lets all lend a helping hand to
Warren Grange
Sister Marguerite would appreciate
our neighbors of Hope Grange, wno
State Trooper Frank Powers was
a card from Grange friends.
are building a hall and go to the the principal speaker at the High
June 2, the three above men
supper, entertainment and dance way Safety program held last week
tioned candidates took their Fifth
in the Community Hall in Appleton by Warren Grange; he also showed
Degree at Acorn Grange in Cush
Tuesday evening for benefit of said movies and led a general discussion.
ing.
Grange.
The essays on highway safety were
Sister Stockbridge was again ap
read and that of Avis Gammon was
Meenahga
Grange
pointed on the Knox Pomona booth
A delegation of 24 officers and adjudged the winner and will be
at Union Fair. Abbie Stanley of
sent to the State Lecturer for en
Weymouth Grange was appointed members of Acorn Grange, Cush
ing, were special guests of Meen trance in the State-wide contest.
In her essay Miss Gammon said
ahga Grange at the meeting Mon
day night. Other visitors from Sev that the rap d increase in the num-

loans $25 to $300 on Signature, Furniture or Car

Phan.: 1133

Carolyn Lufkin

Knox County has, at the moment,
four candidates for the title of
Maine’s Poultry Queen. AU are 4-H
Club girls with excellent records
in club work.
■
Now entered in the contest which
■
will end June 26 in the choosing of
the county candidate who wiil
compete on Maine Broiler Day at
Belfast are: Phyllis Leino 18, of
Warren; Jeanette Upham, 17, North
Union; Carolyn Lufkin 17, Warren
and Sadie Gammon IT, North
Warren.

THE GRANGE CORNER

Come in tor demonstration

A. €. McLoon & Co.

Breeders and Others At Warren
Farm June 27

Extension Service Dairy Special- 1
ist Richard F. Talbot offers Maine
farmers free copies of Farmers' j

Honored By H-F Assn.
Sanford Dairyman
Shaw Named President
Of National Group

Edward Cutting To Be Host To Hereford

Phillip Campb.il, YES MANager

Interest Charges: 3% per mo. on bal. up to $150; 2'/j % p.r mo.

On any remainder of such balances up to $300.
Isens mode te residents ef ell serroendinj towns

•

Smell Inen Srotete I-cense tie. 35

en Tree, Nobleboro, South Hoiie,
Maple and White Oak Granges
were also present.
Mrs. Gladys Davis of Acorn
Grange assisted in the program
with several recitations. An inter
esting and well-informed talk on
the history of the frigate constitu
tion was given by Leonard Bidwell. A supper was served after the
meeting. Accordion music was fur
nished by Parker Erskine of No
bleboro Grange.
An invitation from Nobleboro
Grange for Neighbor's Night on
June 19 was accepted. Meenahga'.officers will fin the chairs.
The Grange voted to send the
lecturer to the New England Lec
turer's Conference
at Amherst
Mass., August 13-16. It was also|

An evening meeting of beef cat
tle breeders in the Knox, Lincoln,
and Waldo area will be held at the
farm of Edward C. Cutting, War- ren, on June 27.
The program will start at 630
under the co-operation of Francis
G. Buzzell, Augusta, chief of the
Jeanette Vpliam
Department of Animal Industry,
canning, clothing and foods pro Samuel F. Dorrence, Augusta, livei stock specialist. Maine Department
jects in progress.
of Agriculture, and Gilbert Jaeger,
The area candidate will be chosen
Rockland, Knox County agent.
from the four girls, and others who
Opportunity will be given to
enter later, at a meeting of the view the herd of registered HereKnox County Poultry Improvement fords, and also the physical equip
Association at the Snow Bowl in ment such as open-shed housing,
corral and working shute, stocks,
Camden the evening of June 26.
Broiler Days at Belfast have in etc. Also a field-chopper, barnthe past drawn 6,000 and more peo dryer, chopped hay, and grass enple «'ho dine on barbecued chick , silage will be shown.
B. C. Snidow, Jr., Warrenton, Va.,
en. This year, the committee in
of the
charge are making plans to care Eastern Representative
American Hereford Association will
for some 8,000 persons.
I discuss topics of interest to breed
ers, and make some demonstrations
of type and judging. Francis Buz
zell will discuss beef cattle ln
(Continued from Page Four)

County Agent’s Corner

you can help.
Some of the meetings which are
being considered are as follows.
Community meetings possibly on
an area basis (two or more com
munities at once) and on a Joint
men and women’s basis wherever
possible. Subject matter has not
been considered too much as yet
for these meetings. Here too, your
suggestions are invited.
Another type of meetings could
be monthly dairy sessions similar
to the Poultry Improvement meet
ings. We are holding several meet
ings a years already, there would
be only three or so more to organize
for nine meetings a year, and
plenty of subjects to choose from.
ber of motor vehicles had created
a new and as yet unsolved traffic
problem in America. Too little
traffic courtesy has resulted in
everything from confusion to what
is literally murder on the high
ways. Many people who are con
siderate in every other way become
discourteous when behind the
wheel and forget safe driving rules
which were formulated for the
safety of everyone.
The cars on the road are as near
fool proof as the manufacturers
can make them but there is noth
ing that can be done about the hu
man element except by the people
themselves, who must display the
same courtesy on the road that
they do elsewhere
Weymouth Grange

Father’s Day and Flag Day were
observed with appropriate cere
monies at the meeting of Monday
evening. Next week, there will be
a ladies night program and the
week following a men's night pro
gram.
The men of the Grange are now
laying a new floor in the new hall,
working evenings. The ladies are
preparing and serving pie and cof
fee for the workers.
Owl's

Head Grange

Degrees were conferred on two
candidates, Ruth and Edward Bar
nard, on June 12 at Owl’s Head
Grange. In addition five candidates
were present from Meenahga
Grange to receive the First and
Second Degrees. The candidates
were Carol Grass, Clinton Grass,
Walter Aho, Ruth Castner, and
Jack Castner.
Lawrence O'Dell is chairman of
the social on June 19. A fine pro
gram has been planned and the
Cushing Orchestra will be present
to furnish music. George Niles,
Herbert Libby and Robert Murray
will have charge of the refresh
ments.
The Lecturers March was won by
Ruel Hooper. The Literary program
was in honor of Father's Day and
Helen Coffey and Evelyn Ross took
part in the program.

SOIL CONSERVATION
By Roy Gross, Soil Conservation Service, Waldoboro

(continued from June 9)

We then proceeded to several
other woodland and grassland fields
with similar recommenations for
treatment being made. Several odd
corners and bare spots were rec
ommended to be reserved as wild
life areas. Shrubs are to be plant
ed to increase the food and cover.
Clumps of evergreens are also to
be added.
Some flooding has occurred from
a stream flowing through the farm.
The stream was found to contain
trash and alders laying across the
stream which inturn retards the
flow of water. It was recommended
that the removal of such obstruc
tions would improve the stream
flow.
Several areas were looked over
with the possibility of constructing
farm ponds for irrigation, stock waThese could be all day, evening,
or supper meetings. If you have any
suggestions on this, let me know.
The Executive Committee has al
ready asked me to put on a rat
control campaign, and this wou.d
call for more meetings or demon
strations along with it.
I also hope that we will be able
to get into project leader meetings
on subjects of special interest.
Project leaders are chosen at the
Winter meetings to represent their
community in the Farm Bureau at
meetings of this type, and act as a
sort of a community executive
committee.
Well, I didn’t mean to become
involved in a discussion of pro
gram planning, but you can see
that it involved quite a bit, and
that without your telling us what
you want ln a program, it is hard
to arrive at a satisfactory one. And
without a program, there would be
no particular direction to the work
of your agent.
Sincerely,

Gil Jaeger, County Agent

BLUEBERRY RAKERS

EDWARD C. CUTTING
CLARENCE LEONARD. Supt.
ROCKLAND 1546

BERRY BROTHERS
MORRILL, MAINE
TEL. LIBERTY 41-11, OR LINCOLNVILLE 22-6

.... NO LOT TOO LARGE OR TOO SMALL ....
3-B-tf

UNION 33 3
69-S-tf

THE BEST RESULTS TO YOU
CALL

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

ter and fire protection. No definite
decisions were arrived at since
more study will be needed from
the irrigation standpoint.
One spring was giving difficulty
with regular farming operations.
It was decided to construct a drain
for lateral drainage and quick dis
posal of the overflow.
Several areas were recommened
for clearing and obstruction remov
al. First we determined from the
soils map whether or not these
areas were suitable for such treat
ment.
After completeing the survey of
the farm, a quick overall study of
the recommendations by fields was
made and we found that recom
mendations for the following prac
tices had been made: Contour
farming, over cropping, pasture
improvement, tree planting, wood
land management, woodland pro
tection,
woodland
improvement
cutting, drainage, clearing and ob
struction
removal,
establishing
perennial hay, fencing, hedges,
waterways, pasture management,
structures, wild life area improve
ment, wildlife borders and seeding
pastures.
Finally, each field is given a
number and recommended prac
tices for each field are written up.
including seed mixtures, lime and
fertilizer. These recommendations
along with a soils map, revised
land use map of the farm are then
assembled, which in turn makes up
the complete conservation plan. A
copy of this plan will be given John
which will serve as a guide to put
the practices in effort. Necessary
surveys, technical information, etc.,
to carry out the plan will be sup
plied by the Soil Conservation
Service district technician who is
assisting the Knox. Lincoln Soil
Conservation District in helping
all farmers in Knox and Lincoln
Counties in tlieir soil and water
conservation problems.

Sign up now to rake blueberries, starting last
week in July. Long season. Top wages. Trans
portation furnished. Work with our nearest crew
in various parts of Knox, Lincoln and Waldo
Counties.

TO SELL YOUR POULTRY FOR

Fair Prices, Honest Weight, Immediate Payment

Maine Sam Dorrance will tell of
the tremendous interest in beef
cattle and work he is doing to es
tablish new herds. Gilbert Jaeger
will discuss feed problems and grass
land farming. An open discussion of
the problems of local breeders will
be held.
Everyone Interested in beef cattle
production is invited.
The annual field day of the Maine
Hereford Breeders Association will
be held at Mr. and Mrs. E. L.
Whitney's Feeding Acres Farm,
Buxton, on June 28. The program
starts at 10 a. m., with luncheon
at noon. Opportunity will be given
to view the Whitney's outstanding
herd of registered Herefords, and
also the physical eqiupment. Pas
ture irrigation on the farm can be
seen.
Mr Snidow will be principal
speaker and conduct type demon
strations and judging.
Subjects to be discussed at the
meeting include the 1951 Hereford
show and sale, annual calf scram
ble, and co-operative advertising.

1951
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Won Coveted Medal

THOMASTON
News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to

MRS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET, TEL. 113-3

Shirley Venner Of Thomas
ton Has Had Many Honors
At Oak Grove School

• • „ 3<.v

A Camden Play Day

DANCE

DOUGLAS-MAYO
AGAR-BRENNAN

ffiLONG THE

Breat Divide

DINE AT
BAY VIEW HOTEL

Church News

CAMDEN

\

ews

Tel Camden 2623

Miss Marlene Ann Hall and Mas
ter Douglas tto.beck acted as Rag
gedy Ann and Raggedy Andy at
Madelyn Oliver's 7th Annual Dance
Revue staged at the Camden Opera
House on June 8.
Mrs. Charles Torrey and son.
Peter, of Stockton Springs have
returned home after visiting Mr
and Mrs Howard Jones and son,
Timmy.
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Berry were
in Portland Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Lewis, Mr
John Sullivan Agnes and Theodore
Sullivan were n Gorham Monday
to attend the graduation of Miss
Lillias Sullivan from Gorham State
Teachers’ College with the degree
At the recent commencement ex
of Bachelor of Science in Educa
ercises at Oak Grove School, Shir
tion.
ley Venner of Thomaston, whose
Mr. and Mrs. Chesley Emery of
parents are moving to West Fal
Prov
dence, R I„ are visiting with
mouth for the coming year, won a
coveted medal for Citizenship and Mrs Emery's parents, Mr. and Mi
also won a sterling monogram for Kenneth Daucette, this week.
Mrs. Ethel York and Mrs. Wi 1'
her fancy figure skating in the
Winter carnival, in which for the were Sunday dinner guests of Mr
last four years -he has beep a mem Ang e Tibbetts.
ber of the Queen's Court and has
The Third and Fourth Grades
taken part in the ice ballet.
with Mrs. Veda Achorn and the
Miss Venner has also been a Fifth Grade with Miss Mildred
■member of the soccer team, the Graffam, all of East Side School,
basketball team, the Modern Dance j had their annual picnic at Hatchet
Club and the Ski Club. This year ■ Mountain Camp. Several parents
she was president of the Skating I joined the group for a most enjoy
Club that put on the Winter Car-1 able time and at the end of the
nival. Miss Venner has also been day they were all ready to board
"
"
~ an active member of the Oak Russell Staples' bus for the trip
Galanti. Boys: Paul Davis, Dons Grove choir and the Spanish club. home
Wheaton, Richard Brown.
At the candlelight Vespers on
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rhodes
Baseball Throw
Baccalaureate Sunday, Miss Ven- and Barbara, and Mr. and Mrs
Wherein the Elementary Grade Four, Girls: Joyce Leland, ner was one of the girls chosen forj Franklin Clough and Beverly, were
Linda Dwinal, Frances Cain. Boys: the special program before the in Belfast Sunday to attend the
Pupils Display Their
Passagassawaukeag Riding Club
Leroy Bennett, Tommy Roper, Da-; candlelighting ceremony,
Athletic Skill
vid Duncan.
| Previ0“s to entering the Gram- Horse Show.
Miss Grace Norbeck of Augusta
The winners in the Fifth annual Grade Five, Girls: Rena ,,
Meg- mar School in North Andover,
Mass., from which Miss Venner who has been visiting Mr and
Elementary School Play Day, car quier, Donna Howard, Carol Leach.
transferred to Cak Grove, she had Mrs Stanley Norbeck returned to
ried on under the direction of Law.'Boys: Richard Hanscom, Joe Tal- been a student in a private school her home Monday.
rence Dailey, Physical Director, as- bot- Vaughn Lucein Lima Peru, from which her old
Mrs. Phyllis Stonehouse and Mrs.
sisted by Mrs. Joscelyn Christie, Grade Six. Girls: Florence Ben- er sister Barbara, came directly to William McLellan of Rockland were
ner, Ethel Mayhew, Elaine Hoffses. I
Qrove Barbara is now a Jun-1 dinner guests Tuesday of Mrs
are as follows:
Boys: Lewis Turner, Douglas Wet»- ior at the University of Maine Eleanor Hall.
Running Broad Jump
ber, Charles Davis.
i where she has been on the Dean’s
Miss Agnes Sullivan, Vernon
Grade One, Girls: 1st, Elizabeth Grade Seven, Girls: Joan Arau,
for ^ree years. Shirley has Kinney and Vernon Hunter were
McLeod; 2d, Francine Claes; 3rd. Carol Christie, Joyce Harvey. Boys, j been accepted at the University of
graduated from Knox Busines*
Susan Massalin. Boys: 1st, Barry Billy Bither, Richard Leonard. Maine to enter in September.
College, Rockland, at exercises fol
Rivard; 2d, Clark Weidaw; 3rd. Bruce Leach.
... - ------ ■ lowing a banquet at the Rockland
Stephen Harvey.
Grade Eight, Girls: Alice Lane. cj0
TUnier, S. Sprankle, E. May. Hotel Thursday night.
Grade Two, Girls: 1st, Audrey Betsy-.lo Ruiter, Patty Parker jjew.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Rhodes and
Porter; 2d, Mary Thomas; 3rd, Boys: Donis Wheaton, Paul Davis,' Grade Seven, Mrs Ford: C. daughter, Judy, and Mr and Mr
Geraldine Annis. Boys: 1st, Arthur Gordon Poland.
j Christie, J. Arau, R. Dean, G. Earl. Charles Rhodes and daughter,
Beverage; 2nd, Harlan Pierson; 3rd,
Dash
Grade Eight, Miss Taylor: B. J. Barbara, were in Bar Harbor Fri
Jimmy Leland.
Grade Four, Girls: Frances Cain. 1 Ruiter, P. Barker, P. Davis, E. day to attend the wedding of Miss
Betty Anne Rhodes to Stuart
Grade Three, Girls: Bethany Janice Nash, Martha Huntley. Young.
Reed.
Brown, Dawn Bither, Kay Whit Boys: David Reed, Leroy Eennett,
The trouble with this country is
The Rockport-Rockland Farm
tier. Boys: Robert Huntley, Jimmy Frank. Morong.
that
everybody tries to get a cor Bureau will meet at Kitty St.
Sccotte, Allan Blastow.
Grade Five, Girls: Leach Thom
Grade Four, Girls: Linda Dwi as, Shirley McDonald, Jean Gar ner on more money than every Clair's cottage, Crescent Beach,
Thursday, June 21 The subject of
nal, Caroline Spear, Joyce Leland land. Boys: Glen Jackson, Joe Tai-j body else.
this meeting will be Simple Re
and Joan Marshall (tied for 3rd bot, Richard Hanscom.
freshments.
place.) Eoys: Morgan Elmer, Da
Grade Six, Girls: Ethel Mayhew.'
Following prayer meeting at the
vid Reed, James Goodman.
Sandra Sprankle, Evelyn Dean
Baptist Church Thursday even ng,
Grade Five, Girls: Rena Mcg- Boys: Lewis Turner, Orman Heal.!
Mr. and Mrs. William Whitney
quier, Cornelia Magee, Carol Leach. Anthony Nuccio.
Every Saturday Night
were given a surprise party in
Boys: Glen Jackson, Danny Berry,
Grade Seven, Girls: Carol Chris- SOUTH CUSHING GRANGE HALL
honor of their 31th wedding anni
Vaughn Luce.
tie, Joan Arau, Luella Crockett,
9.00 TO 12.30
Grade Six, Girls: Elaine Hoffses, Boys: Raymond Knowlton, Carl
3-S-tf versary. The couple was presented
with an electric clock and a table
Florence Benner, Ethel Mayhew Whitehouse, George Ear.
lamp as well as the very best
Boys: Lewis Turner, Douglas Web
Grade Seven, Girls: Patty Bar
' wishes of their many friends.
ber, Anthony Nuccio.
ker, Betsy-Jo Ruiter, Teresa Nuc
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
Starting the next issue RockGrade Seven, Girls: Carol Chris cio. Boys: Paul Davis, Donis Whea
' port will again have a new reporter,
tie, Linda Marshall, Joyce Harvey. ton, Earl Young.
VIRGINIA
Mrs. Nancy Compton. The present
Boys: Robert Dean, Carl WhiteRelays
reporter wishes to thank all those
house and Donald Barter (tied for
Grade One, Knowlton street: S.
who
so kindly helped in her short
JOHN
WALTER
second i, Bruce Leach.
Massalin, S. Eentley, B. Rivard, R.
stay with the Courier. Mrs. Comp
Gracie Eight, Girls: Lorraine
McFarland.
ton phone number is 2050.
Snowdeal, Teresa Nuccio, Betty
Grade Two, Elm street: G. Annis,
Tuesday, June 19. Harbor Light
T Weare. R Brown, A. Graham.
Chapter OES. will hold their
Grade Three, Elm street: C
final meeting for the Summer with
PRIVATE READING
Weare, A. Roper, J. Nash, F. Mil
and
a picnic supper
I The first of a series of three
Questions Answered $1.00 ler.Grade Four, Knowlton street: R. !l
child health conferences will be
REV. RUTH MATHIAS
Crabtree, F. Cain, L. Bennett, D
held at the Baptist Church, June
Advisor, 20 Years Experience
Reed.
21st at 9.30 a. m. Children under
THORNDIKE HOTEL
a> Warner Bros'.
Grade Five, Knowlton street: S.
school age will be examined by
TUESDAY, JUNE 19
MacDonald, R. Megquier, G. Jackconference physician. Immuniza
Hours 9 A. M.-9 P. M.
tion and boosters against diph
70-73 son, W. Shute.
Grade Six, Mrs. Munroe: A. Nuctheria, whooping cough, tetanus
and small pox will be given. Chil
dren attending school this Fall
should be brought in.
-o... RAOUL WALSH

I

MRS WILLA STEVENS '
Correspondent

Children's Day will be observed
James E. Creighton of Milton.
Mass, is spending a few days with at the Baptist Church Sunday at 11
his grandmother, Mrs. Grace An a. m.
The Friendly Circle will meet
drews.
Tuesday night at 7.30 with Mrs.
Mrs. Goldie Price of Boston is
Evilo Creamer at the West End.
guest of her sister. Miss Margaret
Sunday night at 7 o’clock. Joseph
Young, for the week-end.
Mills. Rockland, will speak at the
Mrs O'Dele Chisnel and daugh Baptist Church.
ter Pauline and a friend of Port
Children's Day will be observed at
land were callers Tuesday on Mrs. the Federated Church Sunday
Olive Keizer.
morning at 11 o'clock.
Names omitted from the shower
Church News
given Mr. and Mrs Stanley Stein
Mass will be celebrated at St.
by Mrs. Harold Pease of Warren at James Catholic Church Sunday at
the home of the bride's parents, 9 a. m.
were Mr. and Mrs. Donald Hilt and
Services at St. John's Episcopal
children of Union and Mr. and Mrs Church Sunday morning at 8
John Mullen and son of Virginia o'clock with Sunday School at 11.
Sunday School at 945 a. m., at
Mr and Mrs. Malcolm Carney
held a party for their son, Jimmie. the Baptist Church. At 11 a. m„
Wednesday afternoon on his third Children's Day will be observed.
birthday at their home on 4 Me Young People's meeting at 6 j>. m
chanic street. Guests invited were: At 7 o’clock in the evening Joseph
Byron. Kenneth and Candice John Mills of Rockland will be the speak
son. Virgilyn and Alicia Burns, er Thursday night at 7 o'clock is
Conrad and Ingrid Johnson. Larry prayer meeting.
The Federated Church will oband Donna Payson of Rockland,
Molly Brazier. Judy Ander-on, Roy ing at 11 o’clock. This will be a
and Linda Emerson, Billy Hahn, serve Children's Day Sunday mornHerbert Everett, Bobby Simpson, where A Song,” presented by the
Jimmie, Judy and Nancy Hahn, service of worship entitled: “EveryDanny and Jean Bryant, Doris boys and girls of the church. Sun
Richards, Gerry and Faye Town day School will meet at the regu
send. Mrs. Rodney Adams helped lar hour of 9 45 a m. The Friendly
serve refreshments, including a Circle meets Tuesday night at 7 30
lamb's cake. Jimmie received money with Mrs. Evilo Creamer at the
West End.
and many lovely gifts.

A REAL FATHER’S DAY FOR DAD!

. jJ •

. | Health Portal

ROCKPORT

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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At St. Peter's Episcopal Church,
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, Sunday
parish communion and sermon at
930; daily Mass at 7 30 except on
Monday and Saturday.

“Thine be the Glory” by Bizet.
Barbara Stevens will be guest or
ganist. The Boy Scouts will meet
in the vestry on Monday night at
6.30. Court of Honor will be held
by the Troop Committee ana
swards will be made. Blaine Mer
rill will preside for the session.
The Kola Klub will hold its
monthly meeting at Ralph Clark’s
Summer home. The comm.ttee are
Mr. and Mrs. Almond Pierpont,
and Mr. and Mrs. Dale LindseyEach one present is asked to bring
a picnic lunch and whatever is de
sired for a drink. A social evening
has been planned by the committee.
In case of rain, the Klub wil.
meet at the church. The choir will
meet on Friday evening at 7.39 in
the vestry for its weekly rehearsal
[ August 12 to the 14th is the older
| adult camp held at the Methodist
Camp at Narrows Lake. If any person, who is retired or in partial
retirement from business and the
program of the Church, he is in
vited to attend this Camp. The
program will be packed full ot
fellowship,
discussion,
worship,
handwork, recreation and a thrill
ing time with older adults from
all over Maine.
• • • •
The People’s Methodist Church.
South Thomaston, Mr. Conant,
minister. The worship service will
be held at 7 o'clock, subject, "The
Spirit of Fatherhood.”

MISS HELEN M. RICH
Correspondent
Telephone 2214
Miss Barbara Crowley of Ban
gor was the guest Thursday night
of Mrs. Jocelyn Christie.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rolerson
and son. Peter, of Hartford. Conn.,
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. PercyHopkins during High Schoo! Com
mencement festivities. Doris Mae
Hopkins was one of the graduates.
Mrs- Robert Young of Swamp
scott is visiting her parents, Mr
and Mrs. Johnson Talbot.
Mrs. Florence Tinker and Mrs.
Zelma Dwinal are in Ferndale,
Michigan to attend the wedd ng to
day of Mrs. Tinker's niece, Miss
Leanne Lawrence, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Jeremiah Lawrence, and
Mrs. Dwinal's son, Allan W. Rob
bins, Ensign U.SN. at St. James’
Church at Ferndale. Robbins was
graduated from Columbia College.
Columbia University, last week.
Beryl Lake Leach of Blue Hill
has been engaged to teach mathe
matics and coach basketball at
Camden High School during the
next school year, replacing Charles
Goddard who resigned to accept
a position at Lubec. Mr. Leach was
graduated from the University of
Maine in 1950. For the past year
he has assisted Dr. Rome Rankin
with basketball at the U. of M.
The engagement of two 1951
Camden High School graduates has
been announced. Mr. and Mrs. Ro
land Robbins of Lincolnville have
announced the enggaement of their
daughter, Joyce Arlene, to Robert
A. Collemer, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Collemer, also of Lincoln
ville.
Milton Christie, Jr., left this
morning for Red River Sportng
Camps, Portage, where he will be
employed for the Summer. John
Christie will leave today for Camp
Suongetaha at Sunapee, N H.
Miss Marjorie Steen '.eft yester
day for her home at Sherman
Station.
Mrs. Flora Patterson of Welles
ley. Mass., and Mrs. Everett Over
lock, Mrs. Everett Rankin and Mr.
and Mrs. Shannon Ryder of Bangor
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ken
neth Ryder over C HS. graduation
exercises.
Elinora L. Ingraham
The funeral services for Elinora
L. Ingraham, 81. of West Rockport,
who died Wednesday here, were
held Friday at the G lbert C. Laite
Funeral Home, Rev. Melvin H.
Dorr officiating. Interment was
in Bath.
Mrs. Ingraham was born in West
Ro: kport, Nov. 20. 1£‘>9. daughter of
Roscoe and Harriet Thorndike Car
ter She was a member of the
Baptist Church. Surviving her are
a son, Alton C Ingraham, Brook
line, Mass.; and a sister, Mrs. Eve
lyn Price of Bath.

At St. Bernard's Church Sunday
services are at 8 and 11 a m DailyMass is at 7.15 and Confession
Saturdays at 3.30 and 7 p m. Sun
day Mass is at 9 a. m. at St James
Church, Thomaston and at 9.30 at
Mrs. Charles E. Gregory, in the Church of Our Lady of Good
charge ot the Flower Mission in the Hope Camden.
W.C.T.U., brought floral sprays
Listen to Billy Graham on Sta
with appropriate verses, to be used tion WLAW Sunday at 3.00 p. m
on the patients' trays last Sunday. He has a message for all in this
fCCOH
stirring program Hour of Decision.
James Cousens. 421 Main street,
• • • •
donated 'ome boys’ magazines to
At the First Baptist Church, Rev.
be used by the children in pedia J. Charles MacDonald will be tak
ing as his subject in the 10.30 servtrics.
—KCOH—
ice "The First Christian Sermon.”
Mrs. Marjorie Ix>we w.as ill Tues The prayer groups will meet at
day afternoon and Carolyn Chis 10.15, and the nursery will be open
holm worked that afternoon on the
■ for the care of small children dur
switchboard.
mg the morning service. All classes
—KCOH
Mrs Alva Armstrong, R. N , ge of the Church School will meet at
neral duty nurse on Floor 1. re 12 for Bible study. In the young
turned from her vacation on Sun people’s meeting at 6.15 John Black
man will lead the Senior Ambassa
day the 10th.
dors for Christ, and Helen Snow’—KCOHMrs. Etta Andersen, maternity man and Betty Williamson will
nurse, began her vacation June 10. lead the Intermediate Ambassa
Mrs. Eva Post, R. N, is relieving dors’ meeting. Fathers’ Day will be
for Mrs. Andersen during this especially observed in the evening
period.
service at 7.30. A chorus of fathers
—KCOH Mrs. Virginia Cowland left Sun will sing and special recognition
• • « •
day on her vacation to be away tot will be given to certain fathers
present. Mr. MacDonald will speak
Meetings at the United Pente
two weeks.
on the subject, “Three Fathers.” costal Church, 58 South Main
—KCOHDr. Nathaniel Faxon, consultant The Daily Vacation Bible School street, Rev. John L. Howe, pastor,
with the Bingham Associate Fund, will be held each morning Monday services are Sunday School 1 p. m.;
spent Wednesday, the 13th, at Knox through Friday from 9 to 11.30. fternoon worship service 2.30 p.
Hospital reviewing the hospital The Happy Prayer and Praise nt; evening service 7.30 Tuesday,
problems. Dr. Faxon had lunch at Meeting will be held on Tuesday at Young People’s service 7.30 p.'m.
the hospital and then made a tour 7.30. A motion picture, “To Every Thursday Prayer and Praise night
Creature,” put out by the Moody 7.30 p. m.
of the various units.
KCOH
Bible Institute, will be shown on
The Executive Committee of the Thursday at 7.30.
Board of Directors held a special
• • • •
meeting Wednesday night at 7.30.
At the Church of the Nazarene,
(Continued from Page One)
John Pomeroy was chairman. Mem Maverick square. Rev. Edwin L.
Golf Course tor the season of 1951,
bers present were Joshua Southard, Ryan, pastor, Sunday School is at
I know' of many other elderly men
Alan Bird and Donald Leach. Dr. 1.15 p. m.; preaching service, at
who would enthuse over that ot
Faxon reviewed his report of the 2 30, subject, "Christ’s Challenge;”
tering, but me, I wouldn't know
survey made the week of May 29. Young Peoples’, at 6 p. m., and
which end of a golf stick to take
—KCOH
Evangelistic service at 7.39, subject, hold of. Thanks just the same Mr.
Mrs. Diana Pitts, Rockport, sent
"Let my people go."
Acheson.
a generous supply of the "Senior
• • • •
Scholastic" magazines used by stu
"Highways To A Satisfying Life”
Henry W. Longfellow, received
dents in the High School, to the will be the subject of Dr. Lowe's
$3009 for a poem unknown to most
hospital on Wednesday.
sermon in the service of morning people and only $15 for The Vil
worship at the Universalist Church, lage Blacksmith which earned un
tion ot guest speaker, Rev. Horace j beginning at 11 o’clock. Music by
dying fame. But think of the fate
Holt of Camden.
the young people's chorus with of Stephen Foster, composer of
Sunday the following group will Richard Giles as soloist.
those famous Southern songs.
leave for a week’s stay at the
• * • •
—oAt the Congregational Church,
Methodist Youth Camp at Win
Yesterday’s despatches told howthrop: Eleanor Auspland, Doris Rev. Charles R. Monteith, pastor: gunmen had taken $52,000 in a
Richards. Phyllis Simonton, Pa Morning wor-hip at 10.45 in honor Warren hold-up. But it was War
tricia Wentworth, Harold Crockett, cf Father’s Day, with the sermon ren, Ohio. Warren, Maine folks
Howard Simonton all of Rockport, 1 being "Gardening.” Church School don’t tote that amount of money
I classes will be omitted until Sept. in their every day jeans.
and Ralph Miller of Camden.
Mrs Marjorie Dodge, Mrs. Nancy 30, but nursery care will be proOne year ago: Willis Vinal, for
Compton, and Mrs. Dorothy Crock i vided for small children of those
ett are on the flower committee for in the worship service. The Church J register of probate and Frank F.
School staff wiU meet at 8 o'clock I Harding for county attorney, were
Sunday at the Methodist Church
at the parsonage to review the winners in the Knox County priSee the latest styles in Furs and
election
contests.—David Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top
year. Appointments for the week mary
j include a church meeting on Thurs Crockett was elected president of quality, at Lucien K. Green * Son.
1-tf
SATURDAY IS CASH NIGHT
day at the church at 7.30 and the the Rockland High School Alunmi
90 Reasons To Attend 90
Association.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
June meeting of Pack 206 will be in
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO in
the form of a Pack picnic and na
For social items in The Courierture exploration on Bear Hill on Gazette, Phone 1044, City.
“WHO DONE IT”
tt
Friday.
plus
• • • •
Richard Conte, Audrey Totter
“God the Preserver of Man" is
[ the subject of the Lesson-Sermon
SUNDAY AND
“UNDER THE GUN”
MONDAY' ONLY
i which will be read in all ChurchChap. 5, Pirates, High Seas
j es of Christ, Scientist, on Sunday.
WALDOBORO—TEL. 100
The Action Show
' The Golden Text is from II Timo
SUN.-MON., JUNE 17-18
Every Evening al 8.00. Matinees
Of the Year!!!
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3.00.
thy (II Timo. 4:18) “The Lord shall
Don't Forget Father's Day
Hit No. 1
deliver me from every evil work.
SATURDAY. JUNE 16
Treat Him To Our Grand Show
, and will preserve me unto his heavDouble
Feature
Louis Jourdan, Debra Paget
jenly kingdom.” Church Services
HAROLD LLOYD
The Indians Whispered
In the Comedy Hit:
"BIRD OF PARADISE"
Sunday morning at 10.30. Sunday
His Fame... but the
“
MAD
WEDNESDAY
”
Filmed in Technicolor in
School at 11.45. Wednesday evewoman he loved
also
the Exotic South Seas
I ning service at 7.30.
cursed his
Leo
Gorcey
and
the
Bowery
Boys
• • • •
in
name!
The Pratt Memorial Methodist
"BOWERY BATTALION"’
J Church, Merle S. Conant, minister,
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
will preach Sunday on the theme
JUNE 17-18
"The Spirit of Fatherhood.” The
MARIO
LANZA
ANN BLYTH
] choir will sing the anthem “O Lord,
Most Holy” by Reed. Mr. Pavone Dorothy Kirsten, Jarmila Novotna
Blanche Thebom in
will present as the morning solo.
SOLD AT
"TIIE GREAT CARUSO”

Divine worship in the Methodist
Church will be at 9.45 with Rev.
TODAY—STEPHEN McNALLY John G. P. Sherburne in the pulp t- Sunday School will be at 10 45
“APACHE DRUMS”
with guest speaker, Rev. Claude
In Technicolor
Nutter in the pulpit.
Church
j School for all ages will follow at
ROCKLAND
I 11.45. The Youth Group will meet
at 6 o’clock and the evangelistic
service at 7 will be under the direcScreen Play by Walter Ooniger and Lewis MelUer

The Black Cat

CAMDEN THEATRE

THEATRE

SAVE MONEY!

-SHOES--

In Technicolor

FACTORY

DANCE TONIGHT

PRICES

LAKEHURST

Joe’s Shoe Store

DAMARISCOTTA
Lloyd Rafnell and his Orchestra
51-S-tf

TUES.-WED.-TIIIRS.
JUNE 19-20-21
Marjorie .Main, Percy Kilbride in
“MA AND PA KETTLE
BACK ON THE FARM”

LLOYD BRIDGES
JOHN IRELAND
MIDIE WINDSOR

Z'

63 CEDAR ST., ROCKLAND
Open Daily Inc. Sunday until
9 P. M. except Thurs., Close at 6

JX

xl« RffD NAMEV

gaffegsSBBIlB

Shore Dinners, Steaks, Lobsters
Enjoy the Music of your Choice
Presented by J. Lionel DuBarry
Gifted Artist of the Piano and Solovox
WHEN PLANNING A PARTY OR BANQUET MAY
WE SUGGEST OUR PRIVATE DINING ROOM—
ACCOMMODATING UP TO 40

BAY VIEW HOTEL

MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL. 402

Sam’s
OPENING
SAT. AFTERNOON
JUNE 16
ROUTE 17. UNION

HAMBURGERS
AND

HOT DOGS

■y.-■■

BIG KIDDIE SHOW

MMa ond D..eef«d by CHAWS MARQUIS WARftfl
Jucetf W CaKV « minlMMlwt Steer te NeeM SkeMM • ■>«•■»« »,

2nd Feature

TUESDAY MORNING 9 A. M.
ON THE STAGE

I

ON THE SCREEN

Roy Rogers
Madelyn Oliver’s
in
SCHOOL OF THE “YOUNG BILL
DANCE
HICKOK”
Plus 4 Cartoons

SABU
in

“SAVAGE
DRUMS”
ENDS SATURDAY

rf*

Children
..............20c
Adults ..................... 36c
Tax Inc.

The Original "Jungle Boy"

MAINE'S. MOST
shouts

MOOEPN.BBIVE“IN
ovstf'ifc trfVwre-

remm
ninmsi
BASEHART-CORTESA-IUNOI6AN

4
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T uesday-Thursday-Satur3aY
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sparrow
iSadie Tripp: and daughter, Mrs.
Robert Wheeler and children, Bon
nie Ruth and Gregory of Needham,
Mass., are spending two weeks with
Mrs. Sparrow’s parents, Mr. and
Mrs. W. S. Tripp at the Highlands
Marianne Lufkin
of South and at their cottage at Stockton
Thomaston left on this morning Springs.
train for Boston. She will leave
Boston Sunday by plane for a visit
Mr. and Mrs. James Manhardt
to Virginia, where she will be the and daughter Kathie of Rochester,
guest of Mr. and Mrs Dan B N. Y., are spending a week with
Morgan of Roanoke. Va. Marianne her father. James D. MacLaughlin,
was accompanied as far as Boston Old County road.
by her mother, Mrs Richard Luf
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Robarts and
kin, and her aunt. Mrs. Charles S
Hall, who will see Marianne start daughter Sharon of Tewksbury,
Mass. are visiting relatives in this
ed on her fi ght South.
city for a week. The trip was made
Mr and Mrs. Michael J? DiRenzo to attend the graduation exercises
and children Victor and Linda left Thursday night of which Mr. Ro
Friday by automobile for Corvallis. barts' brother, Richard, was a
Oregon, where they will visit Mrs member and also to attend the
DiRenzo's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Alumni reception of Rockland High
Anthony Selig, until Fall.
School Friday night.

GOLDEN WEDDING SUNDAY

Social Matters
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly B. Crie will
celebrate their 50th wedding anni
versary next Wednesday, 3 to 5,
and 7 to 9 o'clock in the afternoon
and evening av their apartment in
Thomd'ke Hotel. Friends are cor
dially Invited to call. The affair
will be in the general charge of
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest K. Crie and
Mr. and Mrs. Donald G. Crie.

Cards have oeen mailed to mem
bers of R.H.S, Class of '45 an
nouncing plans for a reunion June
29. Any members not receiving
cards call Aimee Blood, 745-R and
make your reservations.
Miss Mary Ilvonen has returned
home for the Summer from her
work at Amherst College.
Mr. nnd Mrs John H. McLoon
and son William motored to Port
land Friday to spend the week-end
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. H
N. McDougall. They will attend the
wedding today of Mrs. McLoon's
nephew, Richard McDougall Chan
dler, and Miss Suzanne Huelin, at
3 o’clock in St. Lawrence Congrega
tional Church, Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Gardner
of Thomaston announce the en
gagement of their daughter, Ra
chel to Thomas E. Gower, Jr., son
of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Gower
of Rockland. Wedding pirns have
not been completed- Mr Gower,
Jr. is employed as a truck driver
for Isidor Poust.

Diane Merrill, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Bla nc Merrill, went Fri
day to Waterville to attend Girl
State at Colby College June 15-21.
See the latest styles in Furs and
Cloth Coats moderate prices, top
quality, at Lucien K. Green & Son.
1-tf
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Mrs. Geoffrey Hemphill, accom
panied by her daughter, Barbara.
183 Broadway, has returned from a
two weeks’ visit with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Wakefield in
Upper Montclair. N. J. From there
Mrs. Hemphill drove to Canton,
N. Y.. the week-end of June 9 to
attend the 10th reunion of her class
at St. Lawrence University.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. Gregory
and small daughters, Bonnie Lea
and Cynthia who have spent the
past three years in Astoria. Oregon,
have returned to make their home
in Rockland Nancy Gregory, who
has employment at Gordon College
of Theology and Missions for the
Summer, was also home for the
week-end. her parents driving her
to Portland Sunday afternoon, for
a late bus, on her return. Nancy
will be a Councillor at the Pioneer
Girls’ Camp in Alfred, the first
two weeks in July and expects to
return to Gordon to resume he:
studies in September, having in
terrupted her course there to spend
the past year in attendance at
Burdett College in Boston.

Members of MacDonald Class of
the First Baptist Church were the
guests Friday night of Mr. and Mrs.
Maurice Snow, Mechanic street. A
program was presented by Mrs. Do
rs Ames and Mr.s. Shirlene Palmer
After the program and business
meeting the class adjourned to Mr.
Snow’s new workshop which is fur
nished with picnic tables and
benches and attractively decorated
with pictures of ships, many of
which were built at the Snow Ship
yard in past years. Refreshments
were served by the host and hostess
assisted by Mrs. Agnes Young. Mrs.
Bertha Bell, Mrs. Harriet Emery,
Mrs. Marjorie Argyle, Mrs. Virginia
Stoddard and Mrs. Dorothy Baxter.
Others present were: Mrs. Beatrice
Grant. Miss Charlotte Cook, Mrs.
Blanch Gardner,
Mrs. Muriel
Thurston, Mrs. Mildred Hart, Mrs.
Doris Stanley, Mrs. Eleanor Ames,
Mrs. Mabel McKusic, Mrs. Edith
Erickson, Mrs. Margaret Dow, Mrs.
Emma Hill, Mrs. Susan Bowley,
Mrs. Ruth Sewall, Mrs. Marjorie
Bickmore, Mrs. Doris Merriam and
Mrs. William Brawn.

At the heart of any town ... at the center cf any city ... along
the lapes of any rural settlement ... wherever men live ar.d labor
and search for happiness—there you will find the Church.
It has always been so since the time of Christ—even in the days
when men paid with their lives for being Christians ... when cellars
were chapels, and catacombs were hiding-places for the faithful.
Sc deeply has the Church imprinted its truth upon the life of cur
country that none—not even the man who tries to live without
religion—can visualize an America without the marks of Chris
tianity. Our heritage of freedom, our dream of peace, all of our
treasured blessings and sacred hopes were born of the teachings
of our Church, of the faith of our fathers.
Attend, join, support some church. Your spiritual riches can
never be taken from you; they can be lost ONLY THROUGH
NEGLECT.

Pads

God’s Word To Us

Mr. and Mrs. George C. Sandner

Waterville the following year where
they made their home until they
opened their bakery business in
Rockland in 1928.
He is a Scottish Rite Mason and
member of Claremont Commandery,
Knights Templar. Both are mem
bers of the Congregational Church.
They have four daughters: Mrs.
William Smith of Mars Hill; Mrs.
Roy Coffin of Tampa, Fla.; Mrs.
Leo Ludwig of Portsmouth, N. H..,
and Mrs. Ernest Keywood of Rock
land. There are also five grand
children and one great grandson.

WALDOBORO
zzt

MRS. ROBERT CREAMER
Correspondent

I
THE CHURCH FOR ALL . . .

I*

ALL FOR THE CHURCH

TINEST

The Church is the greatest laclor on earth lor the building ol
character and good citizenship It
« a storehouse ol spiritual values.
Witnout a strong Church, neither
democracy nor civilization can
survive. There are lour sound
reasons why every person should
services regularly and sup
port the Church. They are' (1)
ehaah“-OWne ,ale
(2) For his
children s sake. (3) For the sake
ol hl, community and nation. (4)
For the sake of the Church itself
which needs his moral and ma
terial support. Plan to go to

life;

is-:-'- »
R0m.n,
Thursd.y IICori„,hi,n,
Pndsy.. Hebrews
Saturday . Hebrews
Wednesd’y

Bite

Learn to Swim—

,
1,
i,
2

,«'2’
’L
3,
f

4SE’’

Etta Benner of Gardiner is guest
this week of Mr. and Mrs Wilmot
Davis
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Miller
were guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Maurice Benner in Gardiner.
Wiwurna Chapter of the Eastern
Star held school of instruction for
District 10 at an all-day meeting
Tuesday. Deputy Grand Matron
Doris Blaisdell was present to in
struct. In the evening guest offi
cers’ night was observed with the
following guests filling the chairs:
Worthy Matron. Beverly Branch.
Osceola
Chapter,
Vassaiboro;
worthy patron, Francis Branch,
Osceola Chapter. Vassaiboro; as
sociate matron, Theresa Munroe.
Ivy Chapter, Warren; associate pa
tron, Fred Munroe, Ivy Chapter,
Warren; secretary, Angie Dodge,
Mt. Pisgah Chapter, Boothbay;

Children’s Corner

A Children’s Day Program was
presented a; the First Bapti t
Church by the members of the
Sunday School in the morning ser
vice Sunday. A large congregation
enjoyed the program which was
centered around the them:-, The
Bible: God’s Word To Us.’’ A dedi
cation service for several children
was conducted by the pastor. Rev.
J. Charles MacDonald.
The program was as follow-: Pre
lude, March, Doxology, Invocation.
Lord’s Prayer, Gloria, Responsive
Reading led by Richard Von Dah
len, Hymn. Prayer. Dedication oi
Children.
"I Welcome
You”, Raymond
Wooster; Thanks for the Bible.”
Stephen Lewis; "We Know It Is
True," Avice Hill; ’Jesus Loves
the Children,”
Margaret Dow;
Song by the Junior Department/
"Carry Your Bible*With You;":
’ My Bible,” Movita Daniel-on.
Mary Ann Wood, Jean Lunt; Wha:
I Can Do,” David Mills; • Trust in
the Lord,” Linda Fifield, Shirley1
Widdecomb; The
23rd Psalm.
Mickie Azevedo; Song by the Be
ginners Department. "The B-I-BL-E"; a Eible story skit, "Ruth and
Naomi,” Jackie Kaler, Patricia
Kirk, Donna Noyes, Anne Ingra
ham; "A Little Prayer,” Gloria
Godfrey; Announcements and Of
fering.
’Special Days," Alice Cole, San
dra Rytgy, Rebecca Dow, Rosemary
Saunders; "We Know," Priscilla
Curtis, Mary Widdecomb. Mary
Cole; "Who Likes to Go to SundaySchool?” Carlene Wooster, NancyYoung, Carol Philbrook, Brenda
Lewis; "Fishing,” Teddy Lewis:
the 23rd Psalm, Peggy Ellen Mill .
Song by the Primary Department.
'Bright Little Sunbeams;” "Pre
cious Promises,”
Be tty Brann,
Joan Sewall, Lorraine Beal, San
dra Minott, Pamela Saunders, Ma
ry Kirk; Skit by Junior boys,
"Wings of the Morning,” Freddie
Stoddard, Wayne Nelson, William
Emery, Neil Hoffses, and a teach
er, Donald Taylor; Hymn. Bene
diction and Postlude.

Jeanne Estes, daughter of Mr. treasurer. Lyda Tibbetts, Fond-duand Mrs. R. Morton Estes, enter Lac, Washington; conductress, Alice
tained her teacher, Miss Phyllis
Holmes, Lake View, Jefferson; As
Leach, and her 24 classmates in the
sociate conductress, Vivian Vinal,
first grade Thursday afternoon with
Golden Rod, Rockland; chaplain,
a lawn party at her home on Tal
Irma Stetson, Crystal Chapter,
bot avenue. Games were played, Damariscotta; marshal, Edna War
marshmallows were toasted over ring, Crystal Chapter, Damari
the fireplace and ice cream and1 scotta; organist, Gladys Crockett,
sandwiches were served. Mrs. Estes Boothbay Harbor; Adah, Cora Bean,
Also guests
was assisted in serving by Mrs. 1 Damariscotta; Ruth, Eleanor Cush Franklin Randolph
Marion Hall, Mrs. Pauline LaCrosse ■ ing, Bristol; Esther, Ruth Kirstead, of the latter are Dr. Randolph’s
sister and family, Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Gilberta Jordan.
I Wiscasset; Martha, Edna Parlin,
George MoLaughl n and son of
Mr. and Mrs. Homef E. Wheat of Jefferson; Electa. Ruth Perry, New Kensington, Penn
Thomaston;
warder,
Mildred
Lafayette, R. I., were week-end
Achorn, Rockland; sentinel, Rus
guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
sell Blaisdell, Bristol; soliost, Phil
Clyde O. Warner, Broadway. Mr.
ip Chadwick, Bristol Refreshments
Wheat returned home on Monday.
were served.
Mrs. Wheat, remaining for a longer
Wiwurna Chapter, OES. is in
visit, will bc motored home Wed
vited to attend the First Baptist
nesday by her grandmother, Mrs.
Church Sunday, June 17. Please
Jasper D. Akers. Tuesday night,
meet at the Masonic Hall at 10.30
Mrs. Warner entertained at a ca
nasta party honoring her daughter's a. m.
Anson Randolph of Wilkinsburg,
birthday. Late lunch including a
Penn., is guest this week of his son
birthday cake was served. Others
and daughter-in-law, Dr. and Mrs.
present besides Mrs. Wheat and
Mrs. Warner were Mrs. Kenneth
Wiggin, Mrs. Ralph Hopkins. Mrs.
Horatio Knight and Mrs. Jasper D.
, Akers.

Telephone 240

The

Theme Of the Children's Day
Exercises At First Bap
tist Church

1.

Mr. and Mrs. George C. Sandner
of 5 Granite street will observe their
50th wedding anniversary Sunday.
The couple plan only a small fa
mily gathering for the occasion.
Mr. Sandner retired in April of
1950 after a lifetime of following
the baking trade. He operated the
Home Methods Bakery at the
junction of Main and Lindsey
streets from 1928 until his retire
ment in 1950
The couple were married in Bos
ton, Mass., June 17, 1896, on
Bunker Hill Day. They moved to

Seven

House-Sherman, Inc.
ROCKLAND, ME.

442 MAIN ST,

TEL. 721
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and
Contest Notes

AFGHANISTAN

/J**'.-

•TOueRS of VICTORY’
- tv
.............
fkfghani-stan .s a mountainous the country completely independ
country of an ist.mated area of ent. The official religion is Islam.
250,OCO square miles. The moun All slavery was abolished. State
tains are broken by deep ravines controlled primary education was
and fertile valleys. The length of made compulsory.
The country raises tobacco, cot
Afghanistan from Iran to the fa
mous Khyber Pass is about Ao ton. fruits, wheat, barley, lentils,
miles. The width, north and rice, millet, sorghum and corn.
They export wool, .‘kins, cattle,
south is about 500 miles.
horses, timber, fru.t and silk, and
Kabul the capital is 6396 feet
import cotton goods, indigo, tea
above sea level. Herat is the most
and sugar.
important city in the western part
Towers of Victory, our picture of
of the country and is noted as a
today, is just one of the many old
depot for the carpet industry of
historic spots that make Afghanis
Central Asia. An important city
tan interesting The smaller tower
of the south is Kandahar
seen in the distance was built there
Most merchandi-e is trans;, oni in Ghazni about 10B0 by Aultan
on came! or horseback as there is
M.unhud. founder of the Ghaznaony one railroad in the country.
vide Empire; the tower in the fore
The Boland and Khy ber roads are
ground was bu It by Masud HI, his
only fit for light-wheeled traffic
descendant, about 1100
as far as Habul and Kandahar.
Star-shaped octagons in plan,
Afghanistan has a constitutional
and 70 fei t in height, both are
monarchy form of government,
lavishly adorned, with zig-zag patwith a parliament, the King in
cluded. It has a Senate of 40 t rr.s and Kufic inscriptions, and
members nominated for life by formerly supported lofty round
the reigning King. It also has a shafts. The tin roofs are additions,
national assembly of 120 elected designed to preserve them from
further decay.
members.
CONTEST NOTES
A special grand assembly meets
at irregular intervals to deal with
We hope that you boys and girls
major questions of national policy. have some dandy scrapbooks You
Afghanistan is divided into five remember we offered a first, second
major and four minor provinces, and third pr ze for the three best
each having a governor of its own. ones. You may bring yours in to the
In 1932 the constitution declared "Children’s Corner Lady, CourierGazette. where they w 11 be judged
and prizes will be awarded, June 30.
Several have already been received,
but with the rush of the closing
school days, the contest will be
continued to allow more to have a
chance at this extra special contest.
So—don’t wait too long, tomorrow
is Father's Day—remember “Dad”
on His day in a little ‘ special” way,
not just on Father's Day, but every
day love and honor Dad.

If You Have Been Waiting Year After
Year To “Save” For a Piano ...
Do This Instead!
RENT NOW!... BUY LATER!
Cressey & Allen’s

Advertise in The Courier-Gazette

RENTAL
PURCHASE PLAN
Puts a Fine Piano in your
home . . . for as little as

Resting on the Back
Every

inch

of this compact

$9.50 a month

ROPER is utilized to bring you
splendid

Its up-to-

the-minute

include

te.

size

features

“Silent-Glide”

__

xA'C-S.'-’

top
broiler

“Chrom-Grill"

and

STEINWAY

-

CHICKERING

-

GEORGE STECK

a

GULBRANSEN - CABLE-NELSON - WURLITZER

oven

Here, at last, is a chance to have a piano in your

burners

home; to have your children learn while they are

“Bake-Master”

“Center-Simmer"

We Are Dealers for:

that's

remarkably complete.

full

' ''

cooking service

with

“Scientific”

cooking charts.

ycung.

Simply agree to RENT a piano for as little

as $9.50 per month, then if you decide to BUY,
every cent paid on rental will be applied toward

the purchase price!
1. Floating face donn is no
way to rest for very long, because
you can’t breathe. It is now t.inc
to learn to float face up so yon
can breathe comfortably. Try it
first by sitting on thc bottoir.,
laying the head back in the water
and kiting the feet rite.

2. Next, take or.e hand and |hen
thc ether off thc bottori. Do lh
gently and slowly and you w;H
find that e*en (hough the heels
still rest on thc bottom you arc to
all intents and purposes really
floating. A slight arm movement
and your feet will begin to rise.

II IS SUGGESTED TUAT CUIEDHEN

3. To float free in chest-deep
vater assume thc tame position.
Lay the head back in thc water,
then move the arms gently a
little farther back of the shoul
ders. if you have a fair margin
cf buoyancy this should bring
the feet clear off tiie bottom.

4. If you have plenty of buoy
ancy, a l;ttle experimenting with
the position of the arms, and by
regulating tiie intake of air you
will float in thc horizontal posi*
tion. If you lack that margin,
however, sou can rest comfort
ably with the body at a 45 angle.

CLIP AND RETAIN THESE STRIPS

_

A. C. McLoon & Co.
TEL. 51

ROCKLAND, ME
72-S-78

CRESSEY & ALLEN
517 CONGRESS STREET.

PORTLAND. MAINE

Half of a Five Dollar Bill
will pay
Six Months’ Subscription
to
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
TUESDAY-THURSDAY
SATURDAY

'tzjazrafziararararaizjzfafgrarafgfBaraiafzrajBfarararajzrarararajajar

Tueaday-Thurstfay-Satufaiy
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1869. Like Schubert, he was Inter
ested in the voice, and identified
himself with the vocal ballad rath
er than the so-called art song, com;x»ing over 500 of these vocal bal
lads. In his hands the vocal bal
lad developed into a miniature mu
by
John
Richardion
sic drama. His ballads are seldom
heard in this country, though here
(
Gladys S. Heistad
The thing that helps
and there a group turns up in re
"The Steamer J. T. Morse, Her History and Adventures.” Reprinted obvious and inexcusable faults.
cital. London Recards have just
the most that costs so
by permission of the author. Jay Allen, and the original publishers. The
The evidence taken as a whole
brought out a 12-inch disk of sev
Society for the Preservation of New England Antiquities. Mr. Allen, an seems to me to sustain the libelant’s
little
but
means
so
much
Some of the best loved tales of Will we freeze when we arrive?" en Loewe ballads.
authority on steam navigation with special research on the J. T. Morse, contention that the Morse had
to that lonely boy ls a
One of these songs is "Edward",
is a director of the Steamship Historical Society of America.
literature and folklore are the (Could be!)
stopped before she saw the Pema
• • • •
and I am wondering if any of those
sources of original dramas which
letter from home.
The charge against Captain Wes and there was nothing to prevent quid, and that she was going
One
of
the
great
musical
figures
who
used
to
attend
the
Maine
Mu

baritone star, Gordon MoRae, and
cott was also sustained and his li the steamer from seeing the buoy astern at the time of the collision.
his guest, Dorothy Warenskjold, of our times has left this life— sic Festival remember Cecil Fann
cense
suspended for 30 days. It at a sufficient distance across the The evidence upon this issue is
will portray during the Summer Serge Koussevitzky. former con ings singing of this ballad at one
seems
strange that the penalties channel to avoid all danger of col gathered from 14 witnesses who
ductor
of
the
Boston
Symphony
of the concerts. It is something I
series of the Railroad Hour on the
should
have been the same, when lision with the Morse . . It is clear were aboard the steamer . . . She
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Rockland at 4.50 P. M. Leaving
for Probate thereof asking that
Arr. Rorkland ... ____ 2.30 P.M.
Witness, HARRY E. WILBUR
Leaving North Haven at 6.00 P
pointed administrator and quali the same may be proved and al
Rockland 5.00 P. M. Arriving
Phone Rockland 166-J
M.
Arriving Rorkland 7.15
Judge of Probate Court for
515
MAIN
STREET,
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
fied
by
filing
bond
on
same
date
Vinalhaven 6.20 P. M.
lowed
and
that
Letters
TestamenSailings from
Knox County, Rockland, Maine.
P. M
Attest:
TELEPHONE 720
i tary Issue to Judson E. Benner of
McLoon's Wharf, Rockland
(Subject to change without
Attest:
(Subject to change without
WILLIS
R
VINAL,
Register.
Warren, he being the executor
69-S-75
B
notice)
WILLIS R VINAL, Register.
notice).
66-tf

STEAMBOAT YARNS

RtALM of

/%

A LETTER FROM HOME

of Ships and Men

M.

VINALHAVEN
PORT DISTRICT

NORTH HAVEN
PORT DISTRICT

NELSON BROS. GARAGE

66-S-7B > named therein, without bond.

I

66-6-73

f

